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Abstract 

This dissertation presents the GDI (Goal Directed Interface) approach to the llser 

interface for office systems. The primary objectives of the approach are to create an 

interface that (1) requires little user training and (2) tries to perform higher level task 

activities (ex. 'schedule a meeting') that have been excluded from computerization in 

the past. 

The GDI technique (1) postulates a simple model of the office environment 

consisting of persons, things, and processes, and a decomposable goal set, (2) 

represents knowledge in the office environment through rules, frames, and scripts, 

and object-oriented programming techniques, (3) creates an iconic visual 

representation consisting of persons, things, and processes that closely mimics the 

user's 'mental model' of the office world, (4) requires that the user's own 'person 

icon' be present for all interactions so that actions appear to take place in a llser 

controllable context (the user's icon is, literally, in the interj'ace), (5) provides a 

'selection window' through which the user communicates his/her goal by grouping 

relevant icons, (6) uses a rule-based expert system to examine an icon configuration 

and, through its expertise, derives a user goal (despite ambiguous or faulty icon 

placements), (7) attempts to complete the user goal through the use of scripts and 

multiple expert systems. 

14 



Chapter 1 

1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The development of contemporary infonnation systems has progressed along a path 

punctuated by startling increases in machine productivity. To paraphrase a popular 

comparison- if the automobile industry had undergone the same transfonnation as 

the computer industry, cars would cost under $10.00 and get about 100,000 miles 

per gallon. Machine productivity is only one side of the utility equation ... the human 

use of systems is the other side. Despite a proliferation of a range of systems with 

steadily increasing power, human computer interaction is still in a relative 'stone age' 

of development. In the last thiIty years, progress has moved from the 'card punch 

era' to the 'keyboard/command' era to the currently emerging 'icon era' in 

human/computer interaction. The Apple Macintosh is the primary representative of 

the latter. The slowness in progress can be largely attributed to the complexity of 

most work environments combined with a lack of hardware and software sufficiently 

powerful to simulate (at least partially) human cognition. 

TIns is frequently articulated by end users of infonnation systems as- "Why can't 

the computer be programmed to do what I want? .. Even to do simple things, I have 

to learn a lot of useless computer commands and functions". The user is saying, in 

essence, that the system is incapable o/understanding and supporting his goals. This 

is particularly true in the typical contemporary office environment. When an 

examination is made of what people actually do in offices [Mintzberg 86], it is clear 

15 



that office automation has failed to automate the office. In fact, if one were to 

examine today's office technology closely, one would find that office automation is a 

mere extension of more fundamental technologies. Is not a word processing system a 

sophisticated typewriter? Is not a spreadsheet package precisely what its name 

implies - an electronic spreadsheet? Clearly, these tools lack the underlying 

cognition that would justify their inclusion in the concept of office automation. Por 

office automation to occur, office processes, formerly untouched, must be performed 

by machine. These activities are of a more generic nature and would include, for 

example, meeting scheduling, customer advising, complex report construction from 

multiple sources, project planning and controlling, condensing incoming 

information, etc. 

16 



Support for the aforementioned will require a cognitive re-apportionment [Konsynski 

86] from man to machine. A reapportionment effort is likely to begin with a new 

approach to the user interface. The traditional approach to interface design is to create 

one 'friendly'* enough such that users would not feel intimidated when interacting 

with it The implication is that the interface is the gatekeeper to the application and 

that to invoke its displeasure is to court disaster. The problems of current office 

automation environments can be summarized as follows: 

• users experience a long learning curve punctuated by frequent periods 

of frustration when adjusting to new systems 

• some users experience 'computer phobia' 

• most application interfaces are inconsistent 

• interfaces are often non-intuitive 

• interfaces are not integrative 

• interfaces and applications do not address the real problems of the 

office 

* The term 'user friendliness' is clearly a misnomer. The implication of 
'friendliness' is that the interface intends to have a relationship with the 
user ... perhaps not desirable from the user's standpoint. Interfaces will only 
become friendly when they are capable of acting like a friend; an unlikely 
scenario for the near term. Other such expressions, 'office of the future' for 
example, should be banned from the MIS lexicon. After all, if the office is in 
the future, it can never be in the present; hence, it is unattainable. 

17 



Moreover, the tenn user interface is itself often ill-defmed. For example, a recent text 

entitled Designing the User Interface [Schneidennan 87] does not provide a rigorous 

defmition of the elusive 'user interface' at all. Other important works in the area of 

interface design such as Interfacing Thought: Cognitive Aspects of Human

Computer Interaction [Carro1187] define 'user interface' as 'the parts of a computer 

system that connect a human user to the capabilities provided by the computer'. Other 

researchers [Blattner 88] have defined what the user interface does-

• The VI defmes the actions a user must take to input and 

receive infonnation from the computer system 

• A good user interface provides a unifonn structure for 

finding, viewing, and invoking the different 

components of the system, even if the components of 

the system themselves have widely different modes of 

interaction 

• The user interface itself must have process interfaces 

since it communicates with the rest of the system. 
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Perhaps a loose definition is, after all, the best. Any other might stifle creativity in 

user interface design. 

Recent research and certain product successes [Budge 83] with systems that are both 

iconic and intelligent indicate that the development of 'smart' interfaces may solve 

part of the problem of automating the office. 
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What, after all, is a 'smart interface'? Since the author has been unable to find a 

formal definition, he will offer the following-

'A smart user interface is one which rapidly becomes 

transparent by providing the user with a readily 

understandable and realistic simulation of an application 

world. In short, from the user's standpoint, the interface 

and the application appear to be the same thing'. 

An important distinction to be drawn from the above is that a smart interface is a 

surrogate/or the user not a gatekeeper for the user. In other words, a smart interface 

puts the user in the interface. Thus, by definition, the creation of a smart interface 

involves a tighter coupling between the interface and the application domain. This 

implies that a lmowledge representation technique be created that can support both the 

interface and the application. Such an interface must be capable of translating 

interface interaction into a goal and then decomposing that goal into a series of sub

goals that represent all required support activities until no sub-goals remain and the 

original goal is reached. A framework and process for the creation of this type of 

interface is the subject of this dissertation. 
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1.2 Research Issues 

Research in interface technology has been slow and mostly incremental. Most work 

has been confmed to the development of a variety of techniques employing various 

mixtures of text, icons, menus, and natural language commands. The work has 

focused on the determination of increasingly realistic and consistent metaphors for 

lower level user goals. In the office environment, these goals might consist of, for 

example, the correction of spelling mistakes or the extraction of a record from a file. 

To date, little work has been undertaken to accurately address the problem of 

achievement of higher order user goals through interface technology. A higher order 

goal represents a user goal that is very near (or equivalent to) the user's reasonfor 

undertaking a computer interaction. By extension, the aforementioned smart interface 

is one that is capable of achieving user high order goals. As well, little research has 

been done to examine the problem of the integration of smart user interfaces into the 

office environment through a framework capable of supporting this class of problem. 
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Accordingly, this dissertation will address the following questions-

1. Is an iconic interface combined with a rule-based expert system 

the appropriate tool for determining a user's higher order goal 

in the office environment? 

All interfaces require the user to have some form of goal in 

mind. Normally, the cognitive effort of goal formulation and 

communication resides with the user. That is, the interface plays 

a passive role in the interaction. This role consists of, at its most 

sophisticated, the detection of errors in syntax and the 

production of context dependent help information. It is the intent 

of the author to use a rule-based expert system to help detemline 

a user goal. The technique is discussed in Section 4.4.1.2 . 
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2. What is a framework for representing the office environment that 

will integrate both the interface and application? 

Various frameworks have been suggested that describe the 

office environment from assorted perspectives. However, to the 

authors knowledge, none currently exists that focuses on the 

interface as the principle integrative tool. The author proposes a 

simple, intuitive, and visual interface model that spans the gap 

between the interface and the office environment. The model, 

explained in Sections 4.4.1.9, consists of an office environment 

classification system whose elements are readily transferable to 

the interface. 
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3. Is an object-oriented, frame, rule and script based knowledge 

representation technique, combined with an iconic visual model, 

suitable for representing knowledge of high order goals in the 

office environment? 

Knowledge representation in any environment is a difficult 

process at best. In the office environment the problem is 

compounded by the diversity of office types. Assuming that the 

framework proposed in Sections 4.4.1.9 is workable, the 

development of a knowledge representation technique is the next 

step. The author has chosen a combination of techniques 

borrowed from the AI community to implement a prototype 

system available for testing the concept. The development of the 

prototype and the underlying knowledge representation 

technique is discussed in Sections 4.4.1 . 
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1.3 Scope and Constraints of the Research 

This research is confmed to the exploration of intelligent, iconic interfaces for the 

office environment through the construction of a working prototype that will 

demonstrate the feasibility of the author's particular approach. The approach 

(discussed at length in Chapter 3) employs an object-oriented language, a unique 

visual representation metaphor, an office environment classification scheme, and a 

variety of knowledge representation techniques. The prototype is written in 

SmallTalk-80 on a Macintosh II with a 19 inch monitor and 5 megabytes of primary 

memory. The prototype is a research vehicle only and is not intended for commercial 

application. Furthermore, although the techniques underlying the prototype are 

generalizable to a large body of office tasks, the prototype is designed to demonstrate 

goal realization in only a single office task, i.e., meeting scheduling. 

In this dissertation, the term office systems refers to non-clerical, non-transaction

based offices. These are managerial or professional environments characterized by 

planning, controlling, and organizing activities (sometimes known as Type II offices 

[Panko 88]). The term intelligence refers to inferential capabilities of the prototype 

and does not include learning or understa...,ding. That is, the prototype exhibits 

behavior that, to the casual observer, appears thoughtful or intuitive. 
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1.3.1 Assumptions 

In the development of the GDI technique, several assumptions have been made with 

respect to the selection of an iconic interface technique, the nature of high level office 

tasks, and the representation of the office environment itself. As yet, since the GDI 

concept is new, no empirical data is available to support the assumptions.These 

assumptions can be summarized as follows-

• an iconic representation combined with pull-down and pop-up menus 

is superior to a traditional command line approach in modeling the 

office environment 

• users will view icons (with accompanying explanatory labels) as 

representing actual office processes, things, and persons. 

e the icons used in the GDI prototype will be correctly associated, by 

users, with their real office entities 

• the personal icon, in particular, will be viewed by users as containing 

programmed behavior which wOl!Jd normally be undertaken by the 

user himself 

• an office systems interface should attempt to model the office 

environment as closely as possible. The closer the interface conforms 

to the real office environment, the more the interface appears to be 

that environment. Thus, a full iconic representation of the office 

environment, such as GDI, has intrinsic merit 
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• some fonns of office knowledge can best be represented using 

object-oriented programming techniques combined with a variety of 

traditional AI based representation schemes (rules, frames, scripts) 

• a major classification scheme consisting of persons, things, and 

processes combined with subclassifications is sufficient to group 

entities within the office environment. Also, there are no entities 

(within the boundaries of Type II office functions) which would be 

outside of this scheme 

• most highe:r order goal (see index for definition) completion can be 

accomplished through the development of an object environment 

containing complex pre-programmed goal completion behaviors. 

This method is superior to traditional procedural methods 
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1.4 Overview 

The objective of this research is to demonstrate that an iconic interface capable of 

recognizing and carrying out a user's higher order goals can be created using an 

object-oriented language and an embedded rule-based expert system. The author 

shows a need for the research (as a logical extension of existing work) and cites the 

relevant background literature from cognitive psychology, artificial intelligence, 

computer science, and MIS in Chapter 2. The use of a software engineering research 

methodology and the concept of 'exploratory programming' are discussed in 

Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is devoted to a detailed description of the knowledge 

representation techniques and object-orientedprogramming techniques that were 

employed in the creation of the GD! prototype. Also, a comparison of GD! with 

other interface techniques was made in this chapter. The implementation issues 

inherent in GD! are discussed in Chapter 6 along with some observations and 

insights achieved during the creation of GD!. The dissertation is concluded in 

Chapter 6 in which the research contribntions and future research are presented. 
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Chapter 2 

2.0 Review of Literature 

2.1 Research Trends in Interface Technology 

As with much of computer technology, seminal work in human/machine 

communication had its origins in defense related contract research. Much of today's 

work can be traced to such early technological pioneers as Vannevar Bush [Bush 

45], Simon Ramo [Ramo 61] and Doug Englebart [Englebart 62]. At a time when the 

term 'user interface' did not exist, these researchers were accurately speculating 

about future need-driven developments in the use of computers. To create real-time 

defense systems within human control, engineers and computer scientists of the post

war period took several research tracks consisting of hardware, software, and mixed 

approaches. Early hardware approaches involved, for example, the creation of 

devices that mimicked, as much as was feasible, the problem domain. For example, 

the development of round, convex, horizontal, screens with multiple track-ball 

pointers for air traffic control. Controllers could look down at a radar representation 

of the air space that closely approximated an aerial view and they could quickly move 

multiple pointers with a palms down track ball that provided a proper 'feel' to the 

operator. That is, the spherical and horizontal nature of the track ball resembled the 

spherical appearance of the screen. Other software basediechniques arose from the 

successful creation of compilers and centered on command and natural language 

techniques. Mixed approaches involved the use of new hardware developments (such 

as keyboard special function keys) combined with screen menus. 
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From a historical perspective, one might develop a rough generational lineage for 

user interface technology that derives from hardware and software developments-

1950's 

1960's 

1970's 

1980's 

Innovative screen-based technology 

confined to defense environments ( light 

pen, track ball, primitive graphics). 

Expensive screen technology used for 

console operations; few end user based 

systems using Teletype technology with 

complex system commands 

Screen technology spreads. Command and 

menu based interfaces for end users. 

Teletype technology still predominates. 

Screens and menu-based technology 

predominate in end-user, commercial 

environments. Command interfaces used in 

programming environments. 

Pull-down, pop-up menus replace traditional 

menuing in many commercial environments. 

Windowing, icons, and the mouse introduced by 

Xerox and carried through in the Macintosh. 

It is interesting to note that each interface innovation has gained commercial 

acceptance at about the beginning of a new hardware generation. For example, the 
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command based interface gained commercial acceptance with the development of 

mainframe computers, menuing with the development of mini-computers, and 

windowing, icons, and the mouse with the advent of the micro-computer. 

The 1980's can be characterized as a period of explosive growth in both commercial 

and academic interest in user interface design. Whereas in the past, research interest 

in interface technology came primarily from computer science and engineering 

environments, a broad spectrum of research disciplines are involved today. The 

foregoing sections will discuss the relevant work attributable to each area. 

Currently, work in interface technology can be viewed as a series of clusters of 

research interests (Figure 2.1) undertaken among a variety of disciplines (Figure 

2.2). The underlying theme among all disciplines is the movement toward an 

interface technology which (1) corresponds to the user's perception and 

understanding of the problem domain, (2) exhibits a consistent behavior, and (3) 

removes some portion of the user's cognitive effort in reaching a goal. It can be 

shown that the reduction in cognitive effort is the primary concern of most interface 

research. 
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AI Techniques 
applied to 
interface design 

Figure 2.1 Clusters of Research Interest in Interface Design 
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New 
Interface 
Techniques 

Figure 2.2 Reference Disciplines for Research in New Interface Technologies 

Figure 2.3 is a chronology consisting of selected software experiments and 

commercial products relevant to this dissertation. Of particular importance are the 

software experiments as they all involve the addition of intelligence to visual 

interfaces. The indicated research work is by no means exhaustive; however, it 

provides an historical and conceptual background to this dissertation. 
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Figure 2.3 Time Line of Relevant Software Experiments on a Scale of 

Relative Intelligence 

The term software experiment means a complete laboratory prototype product 

created to demonstrate and test an experimenter's ideas ... a common practice in many 

industry and academic research environments. The author has provided a subjective 

indication of the level of 'intelligence' contained in each work. The criteria for this 

evaluation is purely unscientific and is based on the author's understanding of the 

functionality of the software in each case. Intelligence is measured by the degree to 
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which the software can exhjbit behavior that is unexpectedly human in nature. For 

example, in the SmallTalk-80 implementation of the DWIM: (Do What I Mean 

[Teitleman 81]) concept, error handling involves an uncanny understanding of the 

intent of the programmer. This is accomplished through an integration of multiple 

sources of information including the context of the error, a spelling check, an 

examination of the contents of active screens and past programmer acts. From the 

author's own experience as a user, the question- 'How did the system know that?' 

is often asked. 
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2.1.1 Neurophysiology/Cognitive Psychology/Human Factors 

2.1.1.1 The Concept of the Dual Brain 

Although the real inner brain functions related to human information processing are 

little understood, some authoritative statements can be made. Firstly, the notion that 

the human brain is divided into two functionally separate hemispheres has been 

empirically verified through surgical separation of the hemispheres and observation 

of the resulting behavioral changes [Chu 88]. Secondly, through elegant empirical 

research, some understanding of the exact nature of the behavioral differences has 

been achieved. The research shows that when the human corpus collosum (a nerve 

pathway between the left and right hemispheres) is severed, distinct behavior is 

attributable to each hemisphere. The right hemisphere appears to process visual and 

non-verbal information in a parallel fashion. For example, humans can instantly 

recognize a face in a crowd without any deliberation ... the process is seemingly 

instantaneous. The left hemisphere operates sequentially and processes verbal and 

written information. This work is relevant to user interface design in that visual 

interfaces are thought to convey more meaning to the user in a shorter period of time 

when compared with text based interfaces. Indeed, this observation has been made in 

human languages. 
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Fluent speakers of both English and Chinese claim that a Chinese character has a 

'more direct connection with its meaning than an English word' [Shu 88]. For 

example, the Chinese character for 'horse' evokes thoughts and feelings about horses 

that might only be conveyed in a full paragraph in English. The expression 'a picture 

is worth a thousand words' is literally true in many contexts. 

Since visual information processing is a right-brained phenomenon and the 

processing is done in quick parallel fashion, it is hypothesized that, creterus paribus, 

iconic interfaces have a neurophysiological advantage. The extent to which these 

advantages can be exploited has yet to be explored. 
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2.1.1.2 The Concept of the Mental Model 

Through a recent interdisciplinary effort fu110ng cognitive psychologists, linguists, 

anthropologists, philosophers, and artificial inte1ligence researchers, the concept of 

the mental model has emerged. The methodologies employed in the research run the 

gamut from protocol analysis (subject verbalization of internal mental events) to field 

observation to computer simulations. Williams, Hollan, and Stevens in [Gentner 83] 

define 'mental model' as-

'A mental model is a collection of autonomous objects. An 
autonomous object is a mental object with an explicit 
representation of state, an explicit n:.presentation of its 
topological relation to other objects, and a set of internal 
parameters. Associated with each object is a set of rules 
which modify its behavior and thus specify its behavior' 

Additionally, there exist other elements to be examined including the target system 

(the system that a user is learning or using), the conceptual model of the system 

(invented by scientists, teachers, etc.) and the scientist's conceptualization of the 

user's mental model. A mental model can encompass, for example, a physical 

phenomenon such as electricity or gravity. Mental models reflect the user's 

understanding of a system and any transfer of experience from related systems. For 

example, a physics student may conceptualize electricity as similar to a flow of water 

or a moving crowd. 

When presented with the concept of resistance, the student may envision a water 
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filter or a set of turnstiles that impedes the flow of a crowd. In short, the student's 

experience with another seemingly related phenomenon, water flowing through a 

conduit, is of use in conceptualizing another phenomenon (electricity). The 

development of a conceptualization of the student's mental model is the objective of 

this approach. Further, if the user's mental model is fully understood, then faults in 

the model can be understood and predicted. For example, if a student believes that 

weight is an intrinsic property of an object (as did Galileo), then he would falsely 

assume that an object weighs the same on another planet and that weight has no 

relation to other objects (a contradiction of Newtonion mechanics). 

The importance of the mental model approach to this dissertation lies in its focus on 

the development of a set of mental objects that represent the user's view of the office 

environment. The GDI approach seeks to provide a literal visualization of the objects 

(in the form of icons), a knowledge base, and a set of behaviors that match the 

behavior of objects in the user's mental model. 
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Figure 2.4 depicts a mental model framework for GD!. In GDI, the target system is 

the office environment, the conceptual model consists of an intermixture of 

representation techniques (scripts, frames, rules, object properties) and a 

classification scheme (things, processes, and persons) which can be used to model 

the office environment. The GDI interface is, to a large extent, the researcher's 

conceptualization of the user's mental model. The GDI interface is described in detail 

in chapter 4. 
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I-Target System: The Office 
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3-The Conceptual Model 
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Interface Model 
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Mental Model 

Figure 2.4 Steps in the Creation of a Model for the Office Environment 

Based on the Mental Model Concept 
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2.1.1.3 Goal and Plan Knowledge Representation 

The work of Black, Kay, and Soloway [Black 87] on goal and plan knowledge 

representation points to a method for improving human/machine communication. 

Through a series of experiments it was shown that humans go through four clear-cut 

steps in learning a text editing system- preconceptions, initial learning, plan 

development, and increasing expertise. Additionally, the authors' work indicates that 

there is some similarity between story learning and remembering and computer 

interaction (including programming). Also, a transfer of expertise could take place 

between seemingly dissimilar stories if there was some underlying plan congruence 

between the two. It was noted that there is a direct relationship between story 

understanding and remembering and the level of goal decomposition of a story. That 

is, if goal decomposition went to a very low level, subjects had difficulty learning 

and remembering. For example, a story about a striving computer entrepreneur who 

became successful would include all of the sub-goals that had to be achieved to reach 

the major goal of success; however, if the story continued to explicate (decompose) 

all of the sub-goals, subject learning and remembering would suffer accordingly. The 

authors extrapolate this phenomenon to the area of computer interfaces and 

programming. 

They hypothesize that human/computer interaction is a hard task because of the 

explicit nature of computer goal decomposition. All computer interactions are 

decomposed to a very low level. To overcome this liability, interfaces and compilers 

must have some goal-plan knowledge necessary for making inferences. 
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2.1.1.4 Goals, Operators, Methods, Selection Rules (the GOMS 

model) 

The Goals, Operators, Methods, Selection rules (GOMS) model of Card, Moran, 

and Newell [Newell 83] consists of a rigorous, human factors engineering approach 

to interface analysis and develops an alternative to the keystroke model. The model is 

based on proven psychological phenomena such as rates of learning/recall, memory 

decay, motor skills, error rates, task complexity measures, etc. The model is 

mathematical and attempts to predict human performance based on various interface 

characteristics. Also, the researchers have developed a set of guidelines for interface 

designers based on experimental data. 

The importance of the work for this dissertation lies in the similarity of the GDI and 

GOMS Cc,Hcepts. Both GDI and GOMS conceptualize the user involvement in terms 

of goals, goal decomposition, scripts, rules, and objects. GOMS simply uses 

different terminology and focuses on keyboard and unit tasks which occur at a much 

lower level than GDI. For example, GOMS would be employed in an analysis of a 

text editor user interaction where the goal might be a corrected page layout, whereas 

GDI focuses on higher level office activities such as meeting scheduling. 
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2.1.2 Computer Science! Artificial Intelligence! Expert Systems 

2.1.2.1 Language & State Analysis Research 

Since any user interaction can be viewed as a specialized type of dialogue, much 

work has been done using language concepts as a basis for representing and 

structuring human/machine communication. Much of the research in this area has 

borrowed concepts from compiler design, linguistics, and semantics. The approach 

is relevant to this dissertation in that iconic interfaces are thought to be decomposable 

into verbal instructions and vice versa. In fact, one could view many picture based 

languages, such as Chinese, as a melding of both pictures and text. Also, the GDI 

approach is a mixed approach involving both verbal and visual functions. 

Just as a user interaction can be decomposed into a language action, it is also possible 

to create a state analysis network to represent an individual user action or a whole 

system. 

The following approaches are of interest-

Transition Networks 

A diagr.unming technique (sometimes known as finite state analysis) that consists of 

a set of arcs and circles that represent system states and possible actions resulting 

from the transition from one state to another. This simple model can be used to 

represent any system (software or hardware) in which all system states and user 

actions are known. [Green 86], 
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Augmented Transition Networks (A TN's) 

A more powerful version of the transition network that contains calls to other 

networks, functions, and registers. When used to model a user interface, the 

functions may be written in pseudocode and represent the underlying interface 

program code. [Green 86] 

Context-free grammars 

Context-free grammar research has developed from the problems inherent in the 

parsing of programming languages. A context-free grammar is a collection of rules 

that describe an abstract grammar. There are two types of symbols used: terminal and 

nontcrminal. Each rule replaces a nonterminal by what that rule specifies. The 

approach has been applied to natural language understanding with modest success. 

[Blattner 88], [Rich 83] 
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2.1.2.2 Prototype Projects 

2.1.2.2.1 ThingLab [Borning 86] 

ThingLab is a constraint-oriented simulation laboratory of physical objects for use by 

physics students. A constraint is defmed as a relationship among the parts of an 

object that must always hold. ThingLab was written in SmallTalk and uses extensive 

direct manipulation of objects with an underlying rule base consisting of physics 

principles. For example, a user could create a 'resistor' and add the constraint that it 

obey Ohms law. The resistor, along with other electronic components could then be 

used to create an entire circuit whose behavior could be examined interactively. 

Figure 2.5 illustrates the use of ThingLab to assemble a rectangle (called 

MyRectangle) from a series of elementary geometric shapes. Note that the tool set for 

the simulation contains a glue bottle, a pair of pliers, and a tool chest. Each object has 

the expected behavior. That is, the pliers can be used to bend objects or disassemble 

them at connection points as in the example. Additionally, assembled objects 

manifest the properties of their components. For example, a rectangle can be created 

by joining the end points of two lines of equal length that intersect at their midpain t 

(as in the illustration). If the lines were not of equal length then only a parallelogram 

could be created. Thus a constraint is maintained. 
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Figure 2.5 Example of a ThingLab User Interaction - Constructing a Rectangle 



2.1.2.2.2 TRILLIUM [Henderson 83] 

The TRILLIUM project of Henderson at Xerox PARe involved the creation of a 

knowledge based design system using frame-based reasoning for copier interfaces. 

The system is iconic and constraint-oriented and can be used to bring up a run able 

prototype within days instead of months. Trillium provides a language for expressing 

design concepts in terms of buttons, lights, actions, and constraints. Each interface 

object (button, dial, lever, etc.) has a KB attached to it and a set of attributes, for 

example, border color, background, placement location, etc. Trillium is designed to 

test interfaces and provides insight into how users view machine interfaces in the 

context of the office environment. It is interesting to note that since Trillium provides 

an excellent medium for describing office machine interfaces, it has become a method 

for exchanging information among geographically dispersed design groups. Figure 

2.6 illustrates a simple keypad layout with associated frame. 
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Figure 2.6 TRILLIUM Keypad and Associated Frame 
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2.1.2.2.3 ARK • Alternate Reality Kit [Smith 1987] 

The Alternate Reality Toolkit (ARK) is a SmallTalk based animated environment for 

creating interactive simulations. All objects in ARK have an image, position, 

velocity, and the ability to experience forces. Users manipulate objects with a mouse

operated 'hand' . Additionally, an assortment of other objects exists to interact with a 

simulation; these include buttons, slider controls, and interactors. Interactors are 

visual objects which allow the user to alter reality, such as a switch which turns 

gravity on or off (see Figures 2.7 & 2.8) 
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Figure 2.7 ARK (Alternate Reality Kit) Gravity Simulation 
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Figure 2.8 Objects in the ARK (Alternate Reality Kit) Environment 
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2.1.2.3 Visual Programming 

The relatively new technique of 'visual programming' has arisen from a desire to 

make information and information systems more accessible by exploiting the innate 

visual processing capabilities of humans. Visual programming has been defined as 

the use of meaningful graphic representations in the process of programming. In 

turn, 'programming' is broadly defined as specifying a method for doing something 

the computer can do in terms the computer can interpret [Shu 88]. The emergent area 

of visual programming is concerned with various permutations of human perception 

and control, visualization, and underlying program logic. This would include [Shu 

88]-

• Languages for handling visual information 
Languages designed to manipulate and query pictorial data, for 

example, a map query. 

• Languages for supporting visual interaction 
Languages designed to visual environments easily, for example, 

languages that facilitate windowing and mouse usage. 

• Iconic or pictorial languages 
Languages that explicitly incorporate the use of manipulatable graphic 

objects as elements in program construction, for example, languages 

that translate Pascal expressions such as REPEAT-UNTIL into a user 

manipulatable graphic form. 
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• Charts and diagrams 
Languages that use new or existing charting techniques for system 

development, for example, systems that translate Nassi

Shneiderman into executable code. 

• Table or form-based languages 
Languages that provide the user with a familiar form environment that 

can be used to specify functions such as in Office-By-Example. 

Advocates of visual programming feel that it represents a logical progression from 

text based languages. They point to the inherently powerful nature of pictures over 

words and the historical trend of increased humanization of the human/machine 

communication as favoring visual techniques in the future. Moreover, pictures aid 

understanding and remembering, are free of language bias, and are perceived as 'fu n' 

by most users. 
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2.1.2.4 The KNOs Model 

Probably the most innovative and forward looking design for office systems is the 

KNOs (KNOs: KNowledge Acquisition, Dissemination, and Manipulation 

Objects) project of Tschritizis, Liume, and Nierstrasz [Tsichritzis 87]. The KNOs 

concept is an object-oriented environment that involves the creation of a set of 

intelligent objects, called Knos, that manifest human-like behavior. They can migrate 

among environments, leam new behaviors, control other Knos, and communicate 

and negotiate with other Knos. In short, a Knos is a kind of 'white collar robot' or 

agent that, once set into motion, has a life of its own. Moreover, Knos can perform 

such exotic functions as commit suicide and kill off other Knos. A very preliminary 

prototype of the Knos environment was created in Lisp using blackboard techniques 

and a rule base. At first glance, the Knos concept appears to be borrowed from 

science fiction; however, given the nature of the knowledge workers environment, 

the approach has merit. In fact, one could view a Knos environment as consisting of 

a collection of benevolent and useful viruses. 
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2.1.3 Management Information Systems/Office System Studies 

2.1.3.1 PICTUREWORLD [Karnaugh 80] 

PlcruREWORLD is an early speculative work at IDM that postulates a rudimentary 

intelligent iconic interface for office systems. The basic iconic object set consisted of 

a desk, a filing cabinet, a calendar, a reference shelf, an I/O box, and a document. 

Each object carried its own data structure, a set of allowable operations, and display 

attributes. The architecture of PlcruREWORLD consisted of 5 components-

• an interactive input controller. A program attached to an iconic object 

that controls its on-screen behavior. 

• a display genemtor. A program which the object uses to display itself 

and link to the underlying hardware. 

• an operations set. The set of functions that a visual object can 

perform. 

• a message handler. All system objects respond to messages and their 

behavior is fully dependent on the messages passed to them. Also, 

messages could be passed via networks and between different host 

processors. 

• contained objects. All objects exist within an object hierarchy. Hence, 

lower level objects (such as a piece of mail) can be contained in higher 

level objects (such as a folder). In turn, the higher level objects can be 

contained by objects existing at still higher a level (a folder can be 

contained in a filing cabinet). 
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The architecture of PICfUREWORLD also included a set of 'procedure icons', such 

as 'file', 'distribute', and 'schedule', that could be used to invoke procedures. The 

procedure icons contain a script which will be perfonned given the proper icon 

context. An interesting sidelight to this work is the fact that IDM didn't provide a 

follow-up to it. In light of the success of the Macintosh and the CU;.Tent push toward 

iconic interfaces (witness 'Presentation Manager' ) this appears to have been a 

mistake. 
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2.1.3.2 OFFIS [Konsynski &2] 

The OFFIS project of Konsynski and Bracker [Konsynski 82] presented a 

communications model of office functions and an office systems requirement 

specifications language that could be used for office system design. The model 

facilitates the representation of communications in terms of physical and logical office 

organization and operation. The language used an object, attribute, relation 

representation technique and, when compiled, provided consistency and 

completeness checks. Such checks were performed via a rule set (ex., 'for each 

meeting there must exist a schedule relation' or 'no circular reporting is allowed'). 

An object consisted of, for example, forms, letters, data files. Objects had attributes 

such as weight, location, and security. Relations were processes that linked objects 

(ex. PRESIDENT (an object) ACCESSES (a relation) PRES. MAILBOX (an 

object». Additionally, a diagramming technique was proposed to represent the 

object-relation model for an office environment. The model could also be used to 

provide a security analysis to reveal potential possibilities for collusion based on 

communication between personnel and reporting relationships. Future extensions of 

the OFFIS approach involve the creation of simulations of office designs for 

communications, personnel, and organization structure planning. 

2.1.3.3 Office Procedure System (OPAS) [Lnm 82] 

A Office Procedure Information System (OPAS) of Lum, Choy, and Shu [Lum 82] 

is a forms approach which includes a forms generation and manipulation language. 

The language (called FORMAL) was used to create forms which acted as the 

interface for certain applications. The language was uniquely structured for the office 
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environment. The approach was similar in concept to OBE (discussed below) in that 

it used a technique based on a user-based two dimensional programming technique. 

In short, the user is presented with a form that contains both declarative and 

procedural components and he/she can specify a set of actions to be taken when a 

form field is completed. 

2.1.3.4 Office By Example (OBE) [Zloof 82] 

Office By Example is an extension of Query-by-Example applied to office functions 

using a tabular approach. The user is presented with a tabular form in which he/she 

can enter comparison operators, literals, and variables to provide an example of how 

to perform various office functions. The principle cognitive demand on the user is an 

understanding of tabular data and relational operations. The system integrates 

database search with word processing, electronic mail, business graphics, and menu 

creation. Users can learn the technique within an hour. 
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2.1.3.5 User Interface Management Systems 

A user interface management system (UIMS) is an attempt to develop a set of 

techniques and guidelines that will ensure comprehensibility and consistency in user 

interface design. A UIMS is a set of shared and reusable code modules which are 

separate and independent from the application specific software [Blattner 88]. Shared 

or reusable code modules implement an abstract or generalized set of user interaction 

or dialogue techniques. UIMS code modules are designed to work with a set of 

methods, techniques, or tools for the descriptions or specifications of the user 

interface for specific applications. 
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2.1.4 Commercial Applications 

2.1.4.1 The Apple Macintosh 

Clearly, the organization with the highest profIle in successful implementation of 

novel user interfaces is Apple Corporation. The adaptation of the concepts of the 

Xerox Star interface to the personal computer is a fIrmly established legend. In fact, 

the creation of 'Human Interface Guidelines: The Apple Desktop Interface' is a 

landmark document. .. the fIrst commercially successful implementation of a UIMS 

(User Interface Management System). Within the Apple Macintosh product line, the 

creation of an interface Toolkit in ROM along with a set of interface design guidelines 

virtually ensures that developers will adhere to a set of standards. 

The approach can be summarized as follows [Apple 86]-

Metaphors from the Real World 

Use concrete metaphors and make them plain, so that users 

have a set of expectations to apply to computer environments. 

Whenever appropriate, use audio and visual effects that support 

the metaphor. 

Direct Manipulation 

Users want to feel that they are in charge of the computer's 

activities. 
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See and Point (instead of remember-and-point) 
Users select actions from alternatives presented on the screen. 

The general form is noun-then-verb, or "hey, you-do this". 

Users rely on recognition, not recall; they should not have to 

remember anything the computer already knows. Most 

programmers have no trouble working with a command-line 

interface that requires memorization and Boolean logic. The 

average user is not a programmer. 

Consistency 
Effective applications are both consistent within themselves and 

consistent with one another. 

WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) 
There should be no secrets from the user, no absrract 

commands that promise future results. 

User Control 
The user, not the computer, initiates and controls all actions. 
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Feedback and Dialogue 
Keep the user informed. Provide immediate feedback. User 

activities should be simple at any moment, though they be 

complex taken together. 

Forgiveness 
Users make mistakes; forgive them. The user's actions are 

generally reversible-let users know about any that are not. 

Perceived Stability 

Users feel comfortable in a computer environment that remains 

understandable and familiar rather than one that changes 

randomly. 

Aesthetic Integrity 

Visually confusing or unattractive displays detract from the 

effectiveness of human-computer interactions. 

Although the Macintosh cannot be described as a 'smart interface' as defined in this 

dissertation, it does represent a beginning. The glimmerings of intelligence in the 

Macintosh consist of its ability to gather resources for an application with the click on 

an icon. For example, if the application requires sound, movement, a set of files, or 

another program, the interface sets up the application through transparent calls to the 

operating system. The user is unaware of this connection. 
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2.1.4.2 Pinball Construction Set 

The Pinball Construction Set [Budge 1983] is a computer game that merits mention 

as an illustration of the ability of an interface to 'evaporate'. That is, the user 

experiences sufficient direct engagement [Hutchins 86] with the application, such that 

the interface becomes transparent The Pinball Construction Set presents the user 

with a collection of plungers, knobs, flippers, bumpers, and other objects that would 

normally be found in a pinball machine (see Figure 2.9). The objects can then be 

assembled by the user to create a personalized pinball environment. The objects are 

completely moveable and exhibit all of the behavior for their type. That is, flippers 

'flip' with a mouse click, bumpers record points when struck and the ball bounces 

appropriately, plungers can be drawn back and released to strike the ball, etc. Hence, 

the environment exhibits 'intelligence'. The intelligence is achieved through a total 

mimicry of physical behaviors that the user expects from a pinball machine. These 

behaviors are attached to the objects themselves and despite relocation, the objects 

will respond appropriately. 
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2.2 Summary of Literature Review 

This chapter examines the wide variety of disciplines that contribute to research in 

interface design. From neurophysiology the concept of the dual brain was cited as 

important given the apparent neurologic advantage of visual interface methods. The 

cognitive science notion of the mental model has implications for this dissertation in 

that the proposed iconic technique is hypothesized to approximate the user's mental 

model of the office environment. Other work cited included the seminal research in 

goal and plan knowledge representation and the GOMS model. From computer 

science and artificial intelligence reference was made to language and state analysis 

work as iconic visualizations can be viewed as another type of language and can be 

examined using traditional language analysis tools. Relevant prototype projects 

originating in university and industry research labs were examined. These include 

ThingLab, a toolkit that allows users to develop geometric screen objects that can be 

given behavioral properties, TRll...LIUM, an visual interface prototypiing kit, and the 

Alternate Reality Kit, a visual simulation system that allows users to alter the physical 

behavior of objects in real-time. Reference was made to experiments in visual 

programming systems and the KNOs model. The KNOs model postulates an office 

environment consisting of intelligent agents that perform required tasks much like a 

'friendly virus'. Several studies of office systems found in the MIS literature were 

cited. These included and early attempt at mM to create an iconic visual interface for 

office systems (PIcruREWORLD). Additional contributions from the 

commercial arena were cited namely the Apple Mac and Pinball Construction Set. 
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Chapter 3 

3.0 Research Methodology 

This chapter presents the methodological approach taken in this dissertation. The 

approach, variously known as a software engineering, systems development, 

prototype, software experiment, or exploratory programming or a model building 

[Ackoff 82] methodology, is an accepted a.T)d proven technique in MIS research 

[Chen & Nunamaker 87, Chen 88]. Indeed, the approach has been used in many 

university computer science departments and commercial research and development 

labs with great success. 

In systems development, as in engineering development, the creation of a working 

model is often at the heart of the discovery process. The subsequent sections outline 

a defmition of the systems development methodology, a rationale for the use of the 

approach, the assumptions behind the model creation, the steps in the process and 

the issue of prototype validation. 

3.1 The Three Domains of the User Interface 

A user interface is both a conceptual and an actual thing. Moreover, a user interface 

has user, technologic, and problem domain components. User interface research lies 

squarely in the intersection area of the three as indicated by Figure 3.1 . This 

framework is a rough composite of several MIS research models [Mason 73, Ives 

80, Gorry 71] and taxonomies [Van Horn 73]. Table 3.1 indicates the components 

of these domains and some typical methodologies. 
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Figure 3.1 The Three Domains of Interface Research 



--- ----------

Components 

User Domain Cognitive Style 
Psychology of Human 
Problem Solving 
Human Perception 
Neurophysiology 

Technology I/O Hardware Technology 
Domain Interface Languages 

& Software 
Presentation Technology 
AI Techniques 

Problem Domain Office Function Model 
Enterprise Model 
Organizational Behavior 

Typical 
Methodologies 

Protocol Analysis 
Empirical Study 
Survey 
Case Development 

Prototype Construction 
Lab & Field Tests 

Survey 
Participant Observation 

Interviews 
Field/case Studies & 
Tests 
Case Development 

Table 3.1 Interface Research Domains and Typical Methodologies 
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3.2 Problems in the Use of Empirical Methods in User Interface 

Research 

The essential problem in interface research in the office environment lies in its inter

domain nature. For this reason, most empirical studies of interface techniques are 

subject to criticism on grounds of incompleteness. For example, it can be said that 

results obtained from an empirical study of an office system interface are only valid 

for the studied office settings or management levels or individual cognitive styles or 

problem types. However, from a practical industrial perspective, the studies have 

merit- they provide some indication of likely market success and the relative value 

of various design options. However, a counter example, the Xerox Star workstation 

interface, probably the most studied office system interface in history [Nonnan 86], 

resided in a machine which faile(] dramatically, despite very encouraging laboratory 

fmdings. In fact, the successful reincarnation of the interface in the Apple Macintosh 

would serve to vindicate the studies, but it is impossible to know for certain what 

other market factors were involved in either success or failure. 

From a traditional scientific viewpoint, the fundamental answers regarding the 

complex interplay of man, machine, and environment are less forthcoming. Also, 

the difficulty is compounded by the lack of a comparative standard on which to base 

an empirical study. To prove the efficacy of a new interface it would be necessary to 

show that on some measure (ex., speed of learning) a new interface is superior. 

'Superior to what?' one may ask. If the comparison is made to a command line 

interface, for example, the comparison may be viewed as flawed because it rests on 

the assumption that a 'command line interface' is a generic phenomenon. It clearly is 
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not. Such interfaces are the product of varying conceptual philosophies and may, 

from the user's perspective, appear quite different. Thus, empirical work in interface 

technology has been confined to low level interface functions such as a comparison 

of function key placements or user satisfaction within an extant interface. This work 

has been largely confined to the human factors area within industrial engineering or 

to industrial research labs. 

In the development of the prototype model that represents the bulk of this 

dissertation, a paradoxical 'chicken and egg' situation exists. The application of the 

empirical method can only take place when there is a phenomenon to be examined. 

This is particularly true in the exploration of interfaces which are a radical departure 

from existing technologies as is the case in this dissertation. 
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3.3 The Systems Development Methodology and Exploratory 

Programming 

One view of the systems development methodology is that it closely resembles the 

traditional systems life cycle. That is, it consists of a set of clearly defined steps as in 

Figure 3.2. A conceptual framework is developed that encompasses a set of 

assumptions and system goals. The primary difference between the product 

sofhvare engineering approach and a research systems development 

methodology lie (1) in the frequency in which concepts and models are discarded 

and (2) lack (or need) of a maintenance phase. The initial conceptual stage consists of 

the development of a set of system assumptions and objectives that the researcher 

will incorporate in the model. This conceptual framework will be the basis for the 

model's architecture. The architecture itself is a subject of the research. During the 

analysis and design phase the details of the architecture are solidified. A working 

prototype model is created during the construction phase. Lastly, the prototype is 

observed and evaluated. 

Perhaps a more realistic view of the process might be the approach known as 

'exploratory programming' [Klensin 82] or the demo or die approach [Media Lab]. 

In exploratory programming, the researcher uses a set of hardware and software 

tools in the sense of laboratory instruments. They are used to develop ideas. 
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Concept Development Architecture Conceptualization 

Design 

Observation & 
Validation 

Figure 3.2 Steps in the Research Systems Development Process 
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Figure 3.3 shows the steps in the exploratory programming process. The initial 

concept creation phase consists of the fonnation of an idea based on the researchers 

own introspection about experiences and feelings about a problem domain coupled 

with existing research. The second phase, trial and error construction, consists of 

creating computer programs that encapsulate the researchers concepts. The 'trial and 

error' aspect of the process comes from the recognition that, as in new software 

product development, the move from concept to code involves a series of code 

reworkings, particularly in the implementation of code sub-components. Also, it may 

be discovered that parts of the original concept may be infeasible given the 

researchers tool constraints. Although the concept is the raison d'etre of the process, 

the last phase, demonstration, proves its value. In fact, in the realm of exploratory 

programming, an indemonstrable concept is equivalent to a failed experiment. 
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Figure 3.3 The Exploratory Programming Methodology 
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3.4 The Role of Introspection, Exploration and Trial and Error 

Webster's New Twentieth Century Unabridged Dictionary (Second Edition) defines 

introspection as looking into ones own mind,Jeelings, reactions, etc. Introspection is 

a recognized approach in psychology and precedes the use of the scientific method 

[Freud 53, James 48]. The role that introspection plays in the use of a systems 

development methodology cannot be overlooked. Concept development is, in 

essence, both an introspective and an outward looking process. For example, in this 

dissertation, the author's iconic conception of an office interface is based on-

• an understanding of extant interfaces, namely the Apple Macintosh 

and the Xerox Star workstation 

• the author's own experiences in office environments 

office systems research 

• the author's own experience in learning new interfaces 

• the author's belief in the efficacy of a mixed metaphor interface 

(icons, windows, commands, menus) in the office environment 

Hence, a degree of introspection is required in the systems development approach to 

start the process. However, the process is creative and not scientific. The dilemma is 

stated succinctly in Weinberg's Psychology of Computer Programming [Weinberg 

71]- Thus, without introspection, investigation would be sterile, but without 

investigation, introspection will be of questionable value. 
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3.5 The Application of Exploratory Programming in This Dissertation 

The following is a description of the authors experiences in the development of this 

dissertation within the framework of the exploratory programming cycle. 

3.5.1 Concept Creation 

As indicated above, the concept of the goal directed interface (GD!) was a result of 

the author's introspection, experiences, and knowledge of foundation research in 

user interface design. Although experience with the evolving interface changed the 

concept over time, the following represents the major events-

• the problem of most office system interfaces lies in the long 

length of their learning curve and their inability to perfonn as 

intelligent agents for users. Typical users do not want to 

become programmers. 

• the success of the Macintosh was due almost exclusively to 

its unique, iconic, object-oriented interface [Sculley 87] 

• to create an interface which appears smart, some fonn of 

expert system technology would be needed along with an 

object-oriented programming language that had advanced 

graphics capabilities (SmallTalk-80 has these features) 

• an intelligent interface must understand the user's goals 

before it can attempt to carry them out. Also, the interface 

must be forgiving, that is, tolerant of errors. These errors, 

occur mostly in goal fonnation and communication 
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• a pattern of icons could provide a simple and relatively 

unambiguous way of communicating a user goal 

• the typical office environment might be modeled using a large 

set of icons if the icons were grouped according to some 

simple classification scheme 

• a simple and intuitively attractive classification scheme for the 

office environment might consist of processes, things, and 

people that could be represented by icons 

• to carry out complex user goals, the interface would have to 

employ several different knowledge representation techniques 

and, on occasion, multiple expert systems 
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3.5.2 Trial and Error Prototype Construction 

The following are important points and events in the prototype construction phase of 

the dissertation. Note that a detailed explanation of the technical aspects of prototype 

construction is contained in Chapters 4 and 5. The following is meant to provide a 

flavor of the construction process-

• the main obstacle to developing a user interface in Smal1TaIk-80 was 

learning the language. For programmers who are experienced and 

knowledgeable in traditional procedure-oriented languages, 

SmallTaIk-80 is exceedingly difficult to learn. The interference effect 

from other languages is significant. 

• although SmallTaIk-80 has an icon class, inheritance from this class 

only offered a partial solution to the creation of a robust moveable 

icon environment. Most code to create the moveable icon environment 

was created by the author (see Appendix A). 

• a set of icons was imported to the SmallTaIk environment using a 

protocol which converted a MacPaint document into a readable form. 

The form was edited using the standard SmallTaIk form editor. 

• a person, process, thing classification scheme was developed within 

the SmallTaIk class environment by designating each as a class in 

itself. That is, under the class 'icon' there existed 'person icons', 

'process icons', and 'thing icons' . 

• windowing and mouse interaction in the environment was handled 

using the standard SmallTaIk ModelNiew/Controller (MVC) 

paradigm. Several attempts were made using a simpler opaque form 

but the MVC provided better control. 
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• considerable time was devoted to linking the expert system shell 

(Xerox Humble) to the main office environment window. A 

blackboard approach involving query and answer dialogues between 

the expert system shell and an 'icon manager' was abandoned because 

of a Humble bug (the rule tree was not traversed properly during the 

interaction). Instead, a simple expert system load procedure was 

used. 

• considerable time was spent in the construction of a demonstration 

rule base that would make inferences on icon groupings. Also, 

various entity/attribute relationships were tried. 

• after several experimental designs, a unique data structure was created 

to hold the scheduling information for the persons and things icons to 

be used in the demonstration. 
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3.5.3 Demonstration 

The following are important points, events, thoughts that occurred as the interface 

was demonstrated and observed. Note that chapters 4 and 5 contain greater detail of 

the interface in operation-

• as the program took shape, its behavior was observed 

hundreds of times. Some preliminary demonstrations with 

naive users resulted in additional modifications, namely, 

masking the rule fIring view window to avoid user confusion 

• informal observation of naive users indicated that they could 

realize the concept of the interface immediately. Also, all 

users reported that they understood the inferencing process 

when they witnessed it 

• demonstrations of the simple scheduling example suggest 

that the program does exhibit limited intelligent behavior and 

that users perceive it as such 
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3.5.4 The Issue of Validation 

This dissertation proposes an architecture for a goal directed interface and uses an 

exploratory programming methodology to construct a working prototype to 

demonstrate the feasibility of the architecture and possible improvements to it. As 

such, empirical methods are not employed in this dissertation. However, to establish 

that the architecture has value, the concept will have to be formally tested in a 

laboratory or field setting. There are several measures of interest-

• can users communicate their goals effectively using icon groupings? A 

simple measure might be the length of time it takes to reach a goal. 

• how do users view their own icon? In the GDI, a users icon is the 

center of activity and must always be present. Does this approach add 

or detract from user understanding of the process? A double blind 

study might be appropriate here. That is, test for the learning effect (as 

measured by goal completion time) of the GDI with and without the 

user icon. 

• will users trust a GDI to perform functions formerly performed by 

themselves? A field test that measures degree of use might be 

appropriate here. 

• will GDI provide the desired interface transparency and will users 

view icons as intelligent agents? Protocol analysis could be used to 

reveal the user's basic feelings about the concept of intelligent iconic 

agents. That is, do they feel that the icons are active agents in the office 

environment? 
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It is the author's intent that ODI not be considered complete. 

The addition of sound capabilities and advanced graphics techniques is contemplated 

in future designs. However, the above tests will likely be performed to validate the 

existing architecture before enhancements are made. Since the ODI concept derives 

from the author's introspection and intuition, validation will be imperative. 
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3.6 A Proposed Legitimacy Test for Research Using a Systems 

Development Methodology 

The author would like to propose an 'acid test' of the legitimacy of both the systems 

development and the exploratory programming approach. The test would consist of 

the following set of questions to be asked of any work employing it (including this 

dissertation)-

• Is the work original? That is, is it typical of work routinely done by 

commercial software firms or is it unique in its design and execution? 

• Does the proposed prototype and architecture offer a potential 

solution to a formerly unsolved information systems problem? 

• Is the work thought-provoking, forward looking, and potentially 

useful? That is, are the ideas encapsulated in the prototype system and 

its architecture likely to be of interest and use to practitioners? Also, 

most importantly, can other researchers build upon it and will it 

stimulate future research? 

A 'yes' response to all of the above would indicate that the work provides a 

legitimate research contribution. The above test is an attempt to separate a research 

product from a commercial product. Hence, a research product must pass the above 

legitimacy test, otherwise it is either a commercial product or it is, simply, not 

research. The exploratory research product approach has an additional advantage 

over some other research techniques in that it passes the test of verifiability and 

reproducibility. 
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Since the result of the work is the creation of a demonstrable prototype, other 

interested researchers wishing to examine the work may simply ask for a copy of the 

product and verify its functionality. Also, additional research may then be undertaken 

using the original demonstration prototype as a basis. 
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3.7 Summary of Methodology 

This chapter described the systems development methodology used in the dissertation 

and a rationale for its use. The problems in the use of empirical methods in interface 

research were cited, namely the difficulty in isolating the effects of individual 

interface components. The role of introspection, exploration, and trial and error in 

the dissertation were cited. Introspection was important in the dissertation in that the 

prototype was created largely from the author's own experience with visual 

interfaces and the office environment. The issue of validation was addressed. 

Although no empirical test of the validity of the GD! approach was undertaken in the 

dissertation, several key parameters were identified that could be examined in a field 

or laboratory setting. A legitimacy test for research using a systems development 

methodology was proposed. The test involved an analysis of a research work in 

terms of degree of innovation, likely contribution to future research, and the 

likelihood of providing a unique solution to a previously insoluble problem. 
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Chapter 4 
4.0 Concepts, Knowledge Representation, & Architecture of GDI 

The following is a report on the conceptual and technical aspects of GDI and a 

comparison of GDI with extant interface techniques. 

4.1 The Concept of a Goal Directed Interface 

In past work in user interface design a distinction has been made between the 

'conversational metaphor' and 'model world' approach. The fonner is characterized 

by a dialogue with the system in which no attempt is made to match the system model 

of behavior directly with the user's mental model. Instead, a specialized lexicon is 

used to form the match. In effect, the user behavior is driven by system behavior. In 

the model world approach an attempt is made to simulate the assumed mental model 

of the user by direct representation. It could be argued that both methods are 

fundamentally the same. That is, a direct manipulation technique (such as an 

iconographic interface) is nothing more than another way to represent parts of a 

lexicon. However, it could also be argued that the value added by an icon is 

'directness'. It has the 'feel' of something real and meaningful to the user: 

, The point is that when an interface presents a world of 
action rather than a language description, manipulating a 
representation can have the same effects and the same feel 
as manipulating the thing being represented. The members 
of tIle audience of a well-staged play will suspend their 
beliefs that the players are actors and become directly 
engaged in the content of the drama'. [Hutchins 86] 

This feeling of 'directness' or engagement represents a reduction in cognitive effort 

which would not normally occur in, for example, a command based interface. 

Hutchins [Hutchins 86] has postulated relative differences in distance from user 
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goals as a function of user engagement as expressed in Table 1. 

The distance from user goals is thought to be lowest for direct manipulation where 

the model world closely approximates the user's real world. However, the approach 

may fail where the interface model world is at too Iowa level. That is, an icon-based 

interface is unlikely to be useful at, for example, the level of individual text editor 

functions. As users gain experience, icons diminish in value and are likely to produce 

user frustration. Similarly, high level language interfaces (a natural language 

interface, for example) are thought to produce the same level of goal distance as 

direct manipulation. In short, the distance from users' goals is largely a function of 

both the interface and the level of user interaction. 
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A natural level of interaction hierarchy for the office environment would be as 
follows: 

Interaction 

High Level 

Middle Level 

Low Level 

Examples 

Scheduling a meeting 

Composing & sending electronic 
mail and routing it to the 
appropriate users 

Constructing a report using data 
from diverse sources 

Selecting and using forms appropriate to 
a particular task 

Using a standard office system, i.e., 
word processing, database 

Selecting and using software appropriate 
to a specific task 

Entering data into a spreadsheet cell 

Entering data into a field in a database 

Table 4.2 User Interaction Hierarchy in Office Systems 
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The user's mental model (Figure 2.4 ) consists of an amalgam of things, persons, 

and processes that make up the 'real world' of the office. Users commonly perceive 

and use only part of this world. High level goals are both part of and a product of the 

user's mental model of the task. In the example of 'schedule a meeting', a 

hypothetical series of events occurs (Figure 4.1) that represent the user's own goal 

decomposition. This process can be restated in terms of the likely events in a system 

using a combination of frames, scripts, and rules (Figure 4.2). The main thrust of 

this research is to explore this decomposition process in conjunction with an iconic 

interface. Figure 4.3 shows the general concept. 
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checks L-.. 
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Sub-goal (Does user 
have time available?) 

for date 
availability 

~ .f-
User contacts meeung 
participants to fmd a 
common meeting time (using 
knowledge about persons, 
responsibility, interests, 
meeting purpose, etc.) 

~ 

Sub-goal (Who 
should attend?, can 
each member attend 
at X time?, Are 
there substitutes for 
non-attendees?) 

Common 
meeting time f- Fact established 
and date set 

~ Sub-goal (Room 
User ch~ks .. f- available? does room room avrulabIllly , 
(using have necessary 

Room not available at knowledge of equipment?, large 
common meeting time room attributes) enough?) 

~ Sub-~oal 
Meeting time & location set, participants notified f- (NO~I~Y 

partIcIpants) 

Figure 4.1 Typical Event Sequence in Scheduling a Meeting 
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Figure 4.2 GDI Sequence in 'Schedule a Meeting' 
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Figure 4.3 Framework for a Rule, Frame, Script Based User Interface 
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In the office systems interface the domain can be broken into several main 

components-

• the properties of the office environment 
Offices contain a multitude of functions involving interactions 

between persons, machines, and processes along the dimensions of 

time and place. The research literature is replete with various attempts 

to model typical office environments . 

• the properties of the user 

Users have varying levels of expertise in system functions and the 

task environment. Other user variables include degrees of 'computer 

phobia', typing and mouse skills, and personal organization. 

o the properties of the user's high-level goal and sub-goals 

A goal is a task formulated by a user. All goals are capable of being 

formulated in an unambiguous fashion in the form of a goal 

statement. In turn , users goals can be decomposed into a hierarchical 

construction of sub-goals, which can be further decomposed until a 

low level action can be taken. Thus, a user's goal is broken into a 

series of low level actions. 
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• the properties of knowledge in the office environment 

Office system knowledge, like all other knowledge, is either 

declarative or procedural. It is knowledge about-

(1) people 

locations, titles, job functions, abilities, etc. 

(2) tasks 

sub-tasks, people, machines, processes 

(3) things 

location, availability, use, cost, etc. 

The concept of 'goal driven' computer programs has been the hallmark of work in 

artificial intelligence. Simon writes in 'The Sciences of the Artificial' [Simon 69] -

'Synthetic or artificial objects- and more specifically prospective artificial objects 

having desired properties are the central objective of an engineering activity and skill. 

The engineer, and more generally the designer, is concerned with how things ought 

to be- how they ought to be in order to attain goals, and tofunction.' 

Intelligence (or the appearance of intelligence) is the implication of high order goal

seeking behavior. Therefore, one can hypothesize that the 'perfect' interface is one in 

which the interface's goals match the user's goals closely. In the text processing 

world, the term 'WYSIWYG' (What You See Is What You Get) has gained 

prominence as the user's view (of a document) and the system's view become 

identical. 
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The underlying system complexity that creates this functionality is transparent to the 

user. The interface equivalent to WYSIWYG is DWIM (Do What I Mean). 

The DWIM [Teitleman 81] interface is characterized by an attempt to represent the 

user's goals at the highest level and to relieve the user of most of the cognitive effort 

normally required to achieve those goals. The user's high order goals are those that 

employ interactions with collections of things, processes, and people. In the office 

environment, a high order goal would be, for example, the scheduling of a meeting 

or the extraction of a report from a remote database. A high order goal is not, for 

example, the deletion of a word in a document through the use of a word processing 

program or the placing of values in the cells of a spreadsheet. The main thrust of this 

research is the exploration of interfaces that provide high order goal-seeking 

behavior. The creation of such an interface amounts to the d.~velopment of an 'expert 

interface assistant' that understands the following-

• the task domain 

• the user's goals 

• the system constraints 
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The author proposes a short and general definition of a GDI (Goal Directed 

Interface)-

'A Goal Directed Interface is an interface architecture that (1) 

involves the creation of a set of icons that represents a 

problem domain in terms that are readily understandable to the 

user, (2) allows the user to place icons in a grouping which 

will, in an intuitive visual manner, represent a user's goal, 

and (3) attempt to perform actions which will satisfy the 

user's goal' 

The concept is based on the following assumptions when applied to the office 

environment-

• from the user's standpoint, the interface is the 'system' 

• an office systems interface should attempt to model the office 

environment as closely as possible. The closer the interface 

conforms to the real office environment, the more the 

interface appears to be that environment. 

• some forms of office knowledge can be represented using 

object-oriented programming techniques combined with a 

variety of traditional AI based knowledge representation 

schemes 

• a major classific'ation scheme consisting of persons, things, 

and processes combined with subclassifications is sufficient 

to group entities within the office environment. There are no 

entities (within the boundaries of Type II office functions) 

which would be outside of this scheme. 
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4.2 The Objectives of GDI 

The objectives of GDI are the following: 

• To develop a highly iconic user interface for office systems that 

closely approximates the user's mental model of office functions 

• To explore the use of an icon that represents the user himself 

• To develop a knowledge representation technique employing scripts, 

frames, and rules for the office environment 

• To develop a prototype example of the interface technique using the 

object-oriented approach as both a programming and design 

paradigm 

• To explore the concept of 'goal direction' in interface design, i.e., 

interfaces that attempt to determine and satisfy user goals through 

rule inferencing 
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4.3 Comparison with Other Interface Techniques 

4.3.1 Command Based 

GDI does not employ the use of text based commands in the traditional sense. 

However, the placement of icons within the selection window is, in itself, a fonn of 

command. The problem with user produced text-based commands (in contrast to 

commands predefined in menus) is that considerable cognitive effort is required to 

produce the commands within a linguistic domain defmed by a set of grammar and 

syntax rules. The opportunities for error and memory failure are great. Through the 

use of visual and AI based methods, GDI attempts to eliminate the need for text 

based commands. 

4.3.2 Menu Based 
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In most interfaces that employ menus, the contents of the menu is fixed and usually 

is part of a hierarchical menu structure. In contrast, GDI menus are constructed 

dynamically according to goal evaluations and methods invoked to resolve the goals. 

For example, in the case of goal determination, the resulting selection menu lists a set 

of goal guesses and a list of alternates ranked by certainty factors. Thus, in a 

complex office environment containing a large icon set, the goal menus would vary 

considerably. In a full operative version of the interface, all menus (including goal 

resolution prompting) would be created in a somewhat customized fashion in 

response to user input and a dynamically unfolding situation. 
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4.3.3 Icon Based 

Icon based interfaces (as employed in the Apple Macintosh) are simple visual 

representations of data and programs. They have very limited data structures and 

intelligence. In the case of the Macintosh, the intelligence lies in the transparent 

linkage of data to programs such that users may mouse click on a data or program 

icon and the appropriate resources will be invoked to bring up the application. GDI 

icons have implicit and potentially complex data structures and knowledge bases 

attached to them. The underlying complexity represented by the icon is transparent to 

the user. The level of complexity is only limited by hardware and operating system 

constraints. Thus, an icon in GDI requires the rich assemblage of constructs required 

to produce seemingly intelligent behavior and resolve higher order goals. 

4.3.4 Window Based 

GDI employs multi-windowing with re-Iocatable, re-sizable and collapsible views. 

This is consistent with advanced window based systems such as the Apple 

Macintosh. 

4.3.5 Forms Based 

GDI does not employ any forms based windowing although the use of screen forms 

might be required to resolve certain higher order goals such as document merging. 



4.4 The Object-Oriented Approach, SmaIlTalk-80, and the GDI 

Prototype 

The object-oriented programming paradigm originated with the development of the 

SmallTalk programming language at Xerox PARe [Goldberg 84]. It has often been 

stated by proponents of object-oriented programming that the concept is simple. In 

the paradigm (1) everything is an 'object' and (2) work gets done by message 

sending and processing. A more detailed explanation is in order. The following are 

essential attributes of the paradigm-

• object creation- an 'object' is the fundamental 
component of object-oriented programming. Objects may 
consist of, for example, numbers, character strings, 
rectangles, views of information, programs, etc. 

• information hiding - the encapsulation of data structures 
inside objects to avoid contamination between program 
elements. 

• message passing - objects communicate through 
message passing. That is, an object is capable of many 
behaviors depending upon the messages sent to it. 
Hence, it may be used to provide different functions for 
different applications. The term 'polymorphism' is often 
applied to the concept. For example, an object entitled 
'MacPrinter' that represents a Macintosh printer capable 
of printing in both black & white or color, might respond 
to a variety of messages including print, printColor, or 
identifyYourself. In the last instance macPrinter may 
respond by stating 'I am a Macintosh color or black & 
white printer'. The concept results in highly re-usable 
code as new programs can be written that incorporate 
objects used in other programs. 
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• class hierarchy - objects are placed in a hierarchy that 
closely mimics their natural hierarchy. The hierarchical 
structure is used to fonn a chain of 'inheritance' in which 
objects inherit properties from classes above them. For 
example, a Chevrolet is an instance of class car and 
inherits the properties of all cars, ie. number of wheels, 
presence of an engine, fuel system, drive train, etc. Not 
only properties, but also, processes may be inherited 
such that a screen representation of a Chevrolet may 
inherit its methods of movement from the class car. That 
is, a car may only move forward and backward, not up 
and down as an airplane might. 

• integration of an application with its environment
applications written in Small Talk may use objects that are 
part of the SmallTalk system itself. There is no difference 
between the environment and the application. The 
SmallTalk environment includes a toolkit complete with 
tracing and de-bugging aids. Other applications, such as 
the Humble expert system shell, are fully integrated into 
the environment and are accessible to all objects. 
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The object-oriented approach has been successfully employed in the Macintosh 

operating system and other Macintosh products. In fact, developers in the Macintosh 

environment claim that the interface would have been very difficult, if not 

impossible, without the approach [Shafer 87]. Support for this argument comes 

from the professed difficulties that traditional procedurally oriented programmers had 

in writing applications for the first Macintosh. Although applications could be 

written with procedural languages, they would be slow, cumbersome and difficult to 

understand. The introduction, by Apple, of a series of object-oriented development 

tools (MacApp in particular) greatly eased the process. Thus, an object orientation is 

more than a programming paradigm; it is a design paradigm as well. In short, to 

create a graphical interface capable of high level iconic interaction the use of an 

object-oriented tool is particularly important 



4.4.1 Technical Aspects of GDI 

4.4.1.1 Knowledge Representation in GDI - Frames, Scripts, 

Rules 
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ODI uses a variety of knowledge representation techniques and data structures. Some 

of these are implicit in the SmallTalk-80 language and others are custom designed-

Frames 

A frame is a slot and filler knowledge representation technique used to hold the 

attributes of an object [Rich 83]. It differs from a fIle in that frames exhibit 

inheritance properties. That is, objects are created with a skeletal frame consisting of 

a set of attributes. Values are instantiated to the attributes through inheritance or direct 

assignment In ODI all Office Entities have a base frame consisting of a set of 

essential attributes instantiated upon object creation. In tum, the base frame may, 

according to the objects type, have a variety of object types as attribute values. These 

values include forms (see below), other frames, calendars, and knowledge bases, as 

well as other objects. 



Scripts 

A script is a description of a class of events in tenns of contexts, participants, and 

sub-events, that describes a typical sequence of events in reaching some goal [Rich 

83]. Scripts are part of stories and are often used as a fonn of template used to 

understand a story [Black 87]. In SmallTalk-80 scripts are easily constructed by 

assigning a series of methods to an object (known as a SmallTalk-80 block 

construction;) as in the following SmallTaIk-80 expression [Goldberg 84]-

actions at: 'monthly payments' 
put: [HouseholdFinances spend 650 on: 'rent' 

HouseholdFinances spend 7.25 on: 'newspapers' 
HouseholdFinances spend 225.50 on: 'car payment']. 

The script is invoked by-

(actions at: 'monthly payments') value 
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Note the use of brackets around the SmallTaIk-80 code to suspend its immediate 

evaluation and the use of the 'value' keyword to invoke the actions. This powerful 

technique is employed in various methods in the GD! prototype. The potential use for 

the approach lies in the ability to group a complex series of events by attaching them 

to an object. In turn, many objects can be created and their behavior invoked when 

needed. For example, in the case of scheduling, objects can be created for various 

conflict resolution scenarios. That is, if a person required to attend a particular 

meeting, but is unable to attend, then one strategy might be select a replacement and 

still hold the meeting. The activities involved in the selection of an alternate might be 

encapsulated in a script method that represents one possible problem resolution 

strategy. 



Each script method could then be invoked. If it failed, another could be tried. Also, 

the methods could be prioritized and grouped together in an even higher level script 

method, i.e., a script file that invokes a series of lower level scripts. 
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GDI Entity Structures, Rules, and Certainty Factors 

The XEROX Humble expert system shell uses a MYCIN-like knowledge base 

structure that employs an entity tree approach to link entities, parameters, and rules 

[Shortliffe 84] (see appendix B for a complete listing of all entities and rules used in 

ODD. Figure 4.4 shows the basic entity tree structure consisting of a top level entity 

type called Userlnteraction linked to three sub-entities called Person/cons, 

Thinglcons, and Processlcons. Each entity type has, associated with it a set of 

parameters. 
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Entity Type - PersonIcons 

Entity Type - UserInteraction Entity Type - Thinglcons 

Entity Type - ProcessIcons 

Figure 4.4 The GDI Entity Structure 



Although the number of potential parameters is quite large, the GDI prototype is 

confmed only to those necessary to illustrate the concept. They are as follows

U serInteraction 

userGoal - the goal of the user. This is the main parameter of this 

entity and is the essential parameter of the knowledge base. 

numberOficons - the total number of icons in the selection window. 

This parameter is used by GDI to determine if the user has 

placed enough icons in the selection window to establish a 

goal. Although the value is passed to the goal processing ES, 

it is not used by it. This parameter may be useful in future 

implementations. 
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numberOtPersonIcons - the number of person icons in the selection 

window. This parameter is helpful in determining a user goal 

since it may be used to resolve goals that are person related. 

numberOIThingIcons - the number of thing icons in the selection 

window. This parameter helps determine thing related goals. 

numberOtProcessIcons - the number of process icons in the selection 

window. This parameter helps determine process related 

goals. 

meetingLocation - the location of meeting as determined by the rule 

base. Normally, this parameter would be determined by 

exercising the rule base against other parameters. 



schedulelconPresent - a YIN parameter used to determine if the 

'Schedule a Meeting' icon is present 

buildinglconPresent - a YIN parameter used to determine if, for 

example, the 'BPA Building' icon is present. 

sendMaillconPresent - a YIN parameter used to determine if the 

'Send Mail' icon is present in the selection window. 

mailOrSchedulePersonOK - a YIN parameter used to indicate 

whether there are enough person icons in the selection 

window either to send mail or schedule a meeting. 
getDataIconPresent - a YIN parameter used to signal that the 'Send 

Mail' icon is present in the selection window. 

PersonIcons - responsible for holding parameters related to persons. 

personName - the name of a person. Can be used to customize 

scheduling rules. 

personLocation - the location of the person. 

jobType - the job type of the person. 

personIconType - reserved for future use. 

ThingIcons 

thingName - the name of a thing icon ex. 'bpa' 

thingType - the type of a thing icon ex. 'building' 

thinglconType - reserved for future use. 
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ProcessIcons 

processN ame - the name of a process icon, ex., 'Get Data', 'Send 

Mail', 'Schedule a Meeting' 

processType - the type of a process icon. 

iconType - generic icon type 

processIconType - reserved for future use. 

The entity/parameter tree described above is searched during rule execution and 

would nonnally be used to provide a set of user prompts. However, since GDI is 
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primarily an iconic medium, GDI passes the values of these parameters directly to the 

knowledge base and no user prompting takes place. That is, part of the input 

originates from the users icon selection (as contained in the selection window) and 

other input is obtained from the data structure associated with each icon. For 

example, the icon for person 'Jay Nunamaker' is, in a sense, a pointer to a dictionary 

containing all additional parameter values. In fact, the screen representation of the 

'Jay Nunamaker' icon is a SmallTalk-80 Fonn residing in a dictionary containing 

other data, including the personal planning calendar for' J ay Nunamaker'. Th us, the 

icon for 'Jay Nunamaker' carries with it an elaborate data structure that is transparent 

to the user. Figure 4.5 shows the icon set and the GDI screen. Note that the icons 

are moved to the top of the screen for illustration purposes. The 'activation screen' is 

used to place icons for evaluation. GDI uses an 'activation screen' metaphor in 

which the user moves relevant icons into a special area (the dotted window) and 

activates a simulated 'Start' button. These icons are those used in the prototype. 

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show a pop up menu containing a partial listing of the internal 

data structure of some icons. 
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Office 
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Figure 4.5 The GDI Office Screen (used in the prototype version) 
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'obType-)'MIS Chairman' 

personLoca tion-)'bpa' 
personName-)' jay' 

personlconType-)'person' 

Figure 4.6 Pop Up Menu Containing Frame Information for Person Icon 'Jay 

Nunamaker' 
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Figure 4.7 Pop Up Display Containing Frame Information for Thing Icon 'BPA 
Building' 
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The Xerox Humble shell contains a backward chaining inference engine (starts with 

goal states), but can be forced to do forward chaining (find values for other 

parameters not directly goal-related). The current implementation of GD! uses only 

backward chaining. In GD!, rules are used to represent knowledge about the iconic 

office world and the user's goals as represented by an icon configuration. Some 

examples would be as follows-

getDataRule2 

if: (numberOfPersonIcons >= 1 & (getDataIconPresent » 
then 

[userGoal is: 'Get Data' with Certainty: 0.70]. 

metaRule 

if: (userGoal isNotKnown) 

then: 

[userGoal is: 'Too Ambiguous']. 

buildingIconRule 

if: (any Of: ThingIcons 

have: [thingIconType = 'building']) 

then: 

[buildingIconPresent is: true] 

Figure 4.8 shows a rule tree consisting of all the rules used in the icon evaluation 

expert system and the inference path traversed during an evaluation. 
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In ODI, certainty factors (CFs) would nonnally be established by a knowledge 

engineer versed in those goals resolvable by GDI. The certainty factor approach 

taken by the Xerox Humble ES shell is similar to that used in the original MYCIN 

experiments [Buchanan 84] and consists of a scale as follows: 

Probably is not Unknown Probably is 

-1.0 -0.2 0.0 0.2 1.0 
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The exact algorithms are not stated in the Humble documentation but the behavior is 

consistent with what would be expected. That is, if a conclusion depends on two 

factors which are uncertain then the conclusion will be even less certain than if either 

of the two factors were considered alone and vice versa. For example, in the case of 

GDI goal discovery, the presence of any process icon is relatively strong 

confIrmatory evidence that the user's goal is the process indicated by the icon. 

Hence, rules that have the presence of the icon as a factor, have high positive 

certainty factors for the process when the process icon is present. In plain English, 

when a process icon is preseut, tilt; user probably wants to accomplish the task 

indicated by the process. Of course, this has strong common sense validity, but what 

of the case in which mUltiple process icons are present and no clear judgement can be 

made? That is, the user is unclear as to how to express the desired goal. In this case, 

the combination of certainty factors will usually result in a clear 'winner', but also, 

alternate hypotheses whose combined certainty factors result in a less compelling 

conclusion will also be presented as options to the user. Figures 4.9 through 4.11 

show several possible outcomes of various icon confIgurations. Note that for 



illustration purposes, all conclusions are detennined with respect to the user 'Jay 

Nunamaker' whose icon must always be in the selection screen. 
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Ii 
Ken Griggs 

i 
Jay Nunamaker 

Figure 4.9 Goal Evaluation of 'Send Mail' as the Most Likely Goal in the Absence of 
any Other Icon Placements (Note: this is the default when only person icons are in 
the selection window) 



Ii i 
Schedule Ken Griggs 
Meeting 

i 
Jay Nunamaker 

Figure 4.10 Goals Inferred from a Set of Icon Placements (Note: 'Schedule a 
Meeting' has the highest certainty; however, 'Send Mail' is presented to the user as 
an alternative since it has some slight positive certainty) 
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Get Data 
Schedule a Meeting 

Send Mail 

Schedule Ken Griggs 

MeetiDgj, ~ 

Jay Nunamaker u.riJ:r 
Get Data 

Figure 4.11 Possible Goals Inferred by the Goal Evaluation Expert System 
Resulting from Ambiguous Icon Placements 
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4.4.1.2 The Use of an Expert System Shell to Provide Interface 
Forgiveness 
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Upon cursory examination of GO I, the utility of using an expert system to evaluate an 

icon configuration might appear to be 'technical overkill'. However, given the 

assumptions about a fully functional iconic office model, it makes sense. In GDT, it is 

assumed that a relatively large number of icons would be necessary to provide a 

complete model of the organization. As such, the possibility of user errors is 

significant, particularly in light of the complexity required to communicate complex 

goals. For example, a typical scheduling process might involve a multitude of 

persons, places, and things used in combination. An ES containing sufficient 

inferential strength would be required to discover missing or mis-applied icons. 

Without some form of logic processing the user may have difficulty in f0rn~1Ilating a 

goal construct. It is the job of the ES to assist in this process. Since the ES can 

process the configuration and alert the user to inconsistencies as well as make 

suggestions, it is applying one of the fundamental tenets of good interface design

forgiveness. If constructed properly, it will not allow the user to formulate a goal 

which is logically inconsistent or damaging. In short, it is acting like an intelligent 

interface agent whose purpose is to help the user formulate a goal. 



4.4.1.3 Data Structures in GDI 
Office Entities 

An Office Entity is a person, thing, or process that exists in a particular office 

environment. In the GDI prototype the active Person Office Entities are 'Jay 

Nunamaker' and 'Ken Griggs' and the thing Office Entity is 'BPA Building'. There 

are other Office Entities but they are not active. They include the processes 'Send 

Mail', 'Make Report', and 'Get Data'. Each office entity has a base frame consisting 

of it's essential attributes. Figure 4.12 shows the contents of the SmallTalk System 

Dictionary at the 'Frames' object. The Frames object is the entry point into the GD! 

data structure. 
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Figure 4.12 The Base Frame for Office Entities and the Button Objects 
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Figure 4.13 The Attribute List for Person 'Jay Nunamaker' 
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The Person Office Entity jay is highlighted (the left-hand side of the dictionary) and a 

collapsed presentation of the data structures linked to 'jay'. Figure 4.13 shows the 

attribute list for Person jay. Note that this simple structure contains the following-

• icontype - person, thing, process 

• jobType - job title 

• location - the building location of the person 

• personName - the person's name 

• picture - the form that holds the person's icon 

• planning Calendar - the hierarchical data structure that holds the 

persons calendar by day, time interval, and activity 
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Dictionary containing Jay's appointment 
schedule for Day 1 

Figure 4.14 The Days of the Month OrderedCollection Containing 

PlanningCalendars for Each Day 
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Activity at time interval 
900 to 1000 hours 

Figure 4.15 Containing the PlanningCalendar for Person Jay Nunamaker 
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Figure 4.14 is an orderedCollection of daysOITheMonth linked to jay's 

planningCalendar. Figure 4.15 shows the time intervals and activities for day 1 of 

jay's planning Calendar, i.e., the daily appointment calendar for person jay. 

Ft;'l1"ms 

A form is a SmallTalk data structure that contains graphic information. In GDI all 

icons and windows are forms. 

Dictionaries 
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A SmallTalk Dictionary is a data structure consisting of a tabular set of key/value 

pairs. The keys are unordered and are accessed directly. Both the keys and the values 

may be any SmallTalk-80 object. 

Ordered Collections 

A SmallTalk-80 OrderedCollection is key/value pair (similar to a Dictionary) with an 

ordered set of keys. OrderedCollections are ordered by the sequence in which objects 

are added and removed from them. The elements are accessible by external keys that 

are indices. OrderedCollections are often used as stacks and queues. 

Time intervals 

SmallTalk-80 has an interval data structure that represents an interval between two 

points. An interval is an object that represents a set of points with a starting and 

ending point. In GDI the interval is used to represent time and is a key for the 

appointment calendar. Note that the time interval is completely variable; it is not a 

flxed time slot. 
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4.4.1.4 Icon Manipulation in GDI 

The development of an iconic user environment is not an easy task. Although the 

current SmallTalk-80 environment has a class structure supportive of the creation and 

manipulation of icons, it is incomplete. In GDI, most icon manipulation behavior is 

somewhat custom designed and is contained in the classes ControllerOfIcons, 

ViewOfIcons, and Icons. The following is a set of behaviors that are common to all 

iconic interfaces and are implemented in GDI-

• detection of penetration of the cursor in the area of the icon 

• creation of a realistic' grab and hold' routine when the user moves the 

cursor inside the icon and presses the mouse button to 'grab' it. To 

make this maneuver believable, calculations have to be perfom1ed to 

detect the touch point within the icon and give the appearance to the 

user that the point is the 'hold point'. In other words, the cursor 

should not 'jump' when the user grabs an icon. 

• keeping track of which icons are currently selected and which are 

inside or outside the selection window. 

• creating a realistic sense of movement without smearing or screen 

flicker. Icons should appear to move in a flowing fashion with the re

drawing and erasures not apparent to the user. In GD1, this is 

accomplished by using the SmallTalk-80 'follow:while' method that 

employs a bit caching technique to update only the screen area where 

the icon is positioned, otherwise screen flicker would likely occur. 



4.4.1.5 The Object Class Hierarchy and Model-View-Controller in 
GDI 

The SmallTalk-80 class hierarchy structure was used tl) group objects in a fashion 

consistent with their behavior and to exploit the advantages of the object-oriented 
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programming technique. Figure 4.15 graphically illustrates the hierarchy. All objects 

inherit from the supreme class called 'object'. Some of the classes are 'built in' 

SmallTalk-80 classes that are part of the programming environment, others are part 

ofGDI. 
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Figure 4.16 GDI and SmallTalk-80 Class Hierarchy 



Note that the SmallTalk-80 method naming convention is employed in the following 

section. The naming convention stipulates that all method names begin with a lower 

case letter and subsequent keywords be concatenated and begin with an upper case 

letter, for example, hitDetected or dragAnIcon. Also, class names begin with a 

capitaIletter. The following is a description of the classes and their functions-
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4.4.1.5.1 Model, View and Controller classes (MVC) 

Model, View and Controller classes are part of the SmallTalk-80 environment and 

represent an encapsulation of the basic interface structure (see Figure 4.16). The 

purpose of the MVC is to promote a high degree of modularity, reusability, and 

portability by pushing application specific behavior down to the application classes 

and isolating it from the SmallTaik environment itself. That is, objects created in the 

application interact, through message passing, with these classes, but they do not 

change them. 
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The controller class is responsible for handling all user input. The class uses a set of 

primitives that handle keyboard and mouse interaction and pass the action to the view 

and model classes as a message. Applications may have multiple controllers. 

The view class handles all screen output functions. The class handles all windowing 

activities including partitioning windows into super and sub views, clipping, and 

window movement. This class receives messages from the model and controller 

classes that cause it to update some aspect of its screen presentation. Applications 

may have multiple views. Usually a view is linked to only one controller. 

The model is those components of the application that actually do the work. A model 

may have multiple controller/view pairs that represent different functions within the 

application. For example, a model may have to use two interaction windows each 

governed by a different view/controller. 
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Figure 4.17 The SmallTalk-80 Model-View-Controller Metaphor 
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4.4.1.5.2 Icons 

The Icons class is a sub-class of model and is used for icon manipulation and 

control. It contains methods for retrieving icons from their respective object 

dictionaries. That is, each thing, process, or person has a dictionary data structure 

that is used to store all data elements required for the application. 

A data element that must be stored for all office entities is the form that is used to 

hold each iconic representation. This class is responsible for-

• retrieving the iconic representation from the office entity 

dictionary 

• identifying the currently selectedIcon when the controller 

passes the hitDetected message indicating that an icon has 

been selected by the user 

• notifying the view to put itself in 'dragAnIcon' mode for the 

selectedIcon 
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4.4.1.5.3 ViewOfIcons 

ViewOfIcon is a sub-class of of View and displays the office window (see Figure 

4.5). Its basic functions are-

• performs a tracking (dragging) operation on icons 

• checks to see if the Office Window is correctly fonned by 

sending interrogation messages to it and displaying status 

information. A correct fonnation has the following 

characteristics-

- the user is in the office window 

- there is more than one icon in the selection 

• handling basic window functions for the office window 

• checks to see if the 'Start' button has been pressed and if so, 

sends the model the appropriate message 

4.4.1.5.4 Office View 

The Office View class handles events occurring inside the Selection Window (see 

Figure 4.5) and perfonns a variety of functions according to the event. These 

functions include-

• adds the entity dictionary associated with icons in the Selection 

Window to the appropriate iconlist for use by the knowledge base. 

• pops up an icon frame on an icon when it is moved into the Selection 

Window 

• detects moves into the Selection Window 
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• identifies the type of an icon when it enters the Selection Screen (i.e., 

person, thing, process) 
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4.4.1.5.5 ControllerOfIcons 

This class is a sub-class of MouseMenuController and is used to perform specialized 

icon and menu functions. These include-

• detecting which icon has been selected by the user from the list of 

icons currently on the Office Screen 

• checking to see if the selected icon overlaps with another icon 

• sending the model the appropriate message when menu selections are 

made 

4.4.1.6 Object Class Hierarchy and Related Behaviors 

4.4.1.6.1 Persons 

The Persons class handles all activities related to person office entities. It is sub

classed from Object and performs the following functions-

• creates person office entities 

• adds person entities to the current list of persons placed in the 

Selection Window 

• adds calendar entries for persons (including time slot and activity) 

• retrieves existing calendar slots for persons 

• uses fillInTheBlank methods to prompt users for seed times 



4.4.1.6.2 Processes 

The Process class is sub-classed from Object and handles functions for process 

office entities. Some examples of processes would be 'Schedule a Meeting', 'Send 

Electronic Mail', 'Make a Report'. In the current version of GDI a process has 

limited functionality since the 'Schedule a Meeting' process is inferred by the icon 

configuration expert system. The functions currently implemented are -

• creating a process 

• adding a process to the active office entity list when the user moves a 

process icon into the selection window 

4.4.1.6.3 Things 
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The Things class is sub-classed from Object and is used classify office entities that 

are things. An example would be the 'BPA Building'. In the current version ofGDI, 

a Thing has the following functions and attributes-

• creation of Things 

• adding a Thing to the active office entity list 

• linkage of a thing to persons or processes 
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4.4.1.6.4 Interrogator 

The interrogator class is a class originating in the Xerox Humble expert system shell. 

It functions as a means to link an application to the lmowledge base through either a 

question and answer style dialogue expressed as SmallTalk messages or a direct load 

procedure. In the dialogue method the Interrogator sends messages to the application 

to get the names and numbers of the entities. and their number. For example, in GDI 

the primary entities are numberOflcons, numberOtPersonIcons, 

numberOfProcessIcons, and numberOIThingIcons. The values of these are used by 

the expert system to determine the user's goal. The dialogue method was abandoned 

in the prototype due to a bug in the Humble expert system shell and the alternate 

'setParametersFromDictionary' method was used. In this approach, Humble entities 

are loaded from a special dictionary constructed for that purpose. 



4.4.1.6.5 IconConfiguration 

The IconConfiguration class is a sub-class of Interrogator and is used to assemble 

information on the user's icon configuration for use by the ES shell or other parts of 

GD!. It performs the following functions-

• creates and loads a subset dictionary for each of the selected icons to 

be read by the ES shell 

• sends the 'findOut' message to the ES shell to start the inferencing 

process 

• reports to the user the progress of the shell's activity 

• issues the the alternateGoal message to the ES shell to report on the 

goal with the next highest certainty factor 

• keeps a count of icons moved inside of the Selection Window 

4.4.1.6.6 IconMaster 

The IconMaster class initializes the system and starts the demonstration prototype. 
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4.4.1.6.7 Scheduler 

The Scheduler class is used to perfonn the scheduling operation. In the GDI 

prototype the scheduler is invoked after a user goal of 'schedule a meeting' is 

established. The scheduler passes relevant person location and position infonnation 

for those person currently in the selection window to a Humble expert system that 

attempts to find the meeting (see Appendix B for the rule set for location finding). 

When a location is found a series of pop up filI-in-the-blank requests are provided to 

the user. The user enters an initial day number and start and end time for the meeting 

and the system checks the planning calendars of all persons to see if the time slot is 

open. If it is not, the system will provide a reason and request another slot. Figures 

4.17. through 4.20 show the user prompts as they appear in the Selection Window 

and the events that are written to the Transcript Window used to report system 

activities. 

""" """ 
lim!! 
"i1i1if i BP'A Building 

11JD Ken Griggs 
Sc •. 
Me Wha t is day number? 

A ~ 

Jay Nunamaker 

Figure 4.18 User Prompt for Day Number in the Scheduler 
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...... 
lililil 
"i'i"i'f i BPA Building 

DB Ken Griggs 
Sc 
Me Start time for activity? 

A ~ 

Jay Nunamaker 

Figure 4.19 User Prompt for Meeting Start Time in the Scheduler 

oM 

limil 
S1iT i BPA Building 

JIFI Ken Griggs 
Sc 

. . 
ME End time for activity? 

A 

~ 
Jay Nunamaker 

Figure 4.20 User Prompt fer end Time in the Scheduler 



Icon configuration size is OK 

OrderedCollection (ken jay scheduleMeeting ) 

number of icons is: 3 
number of personlcons is: 2 
number of processlcons is: 1.. 
number of thinglcons is: 0 
'Schedule a Meeting' 

OrderedCollection ('Schedule a Meeting' ) 

'running scheduler' 

'bpa' 
OrderedCollection ('bpa' ) 
Conflict -- the time interval (300 to: 400) on day: 1 is 

already used for--> faculty council 

Figure 4.21 Example of Events in a Typical GDI Session 
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In Figure 4.20 the System Transcript is used to display a variety of events that occur 

during a GDI interaction. In the session shown 3 icons were placed in the Selection 

Screen ('Schedule a Meeting', 'Jay Nunamaker', and 'Ken Griggs). The system 

reported the various system states such as the total number of icons on the screen, the 

numberofpers~n icons, etc. The 'Start' button was pushed and the goal was 

determined to be 'Schedule a Meeting'. The scheduler was then run and 'bpa' was 

determined to be the suggested place for the meeting based on attributes found in the 

data structures of the selected persons and the advice obtained from the location 

adviser (the Humble ES plus a rule set specific to the location problem - see 

Appendix B). Note also that the system has inserted the 'bpa' icon after BPA was 

determined to be the location. The user input the day, start time, and end time and the 

system reported that that time was used for the activity 'faculty council'. The current 

GDI prototype requires the user to input a set of test time periods; however, future 

work will be directed at providing the user with a time slot advice, as in the case of 

the location adviser. 



4.4.1.7 Ex~ert System Linkage in GDI 

There are two approaches to link the GDI system with the Xerox Humble expert 

system shell. In both approaches the contents of the Office Screen must be passed to 

the knowledge base. Initially, to evaluate the user's goal, the following information 

must be handed to the knowledge base-

• the total number of icons on the screen 

• the number of process icons 

• the number of person icons 

• the number of thing icons 
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The approaches differ in that one uses an interactive interrogation dialogue method (a 

sequence of questions and answers) and the other a straightforward load procedure. 

The interactive dialogue method has the advantage of handling real-time interactions 

and multiple knowledge bases can be interlinked using a blackboard approach. That 

is, the conclusion of one knowledge base can be input to another knowledge base 

and all knowledge gained in the process is made available to all knowledge bases. 

In the direct dialogue technique an interactive dialogue is undertaken between GDI 

objects and the shell. Although the user's actions drive the dialogue, the dialogue is 

not seen by the user. For example, when the user initially places a set of icons on the 

office screen and pushes the on-screen start button, the GDI system sends an 

initializalion message to the Icon Configuration Knowledge Base and a question and 

answer dialogue is started. 
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4.4.1.8 The Role of the Embedded Expert System in GDI 

In GDI a rule based expert system is embedded in the sense that its behavior is 

transparent to the user and the ES lies within its own hidden environment. Access to 

the underlying GDI data structures is accomplished by the user through the 

construction of a configuration of icons. This configuration is interpreted by GDI and 

a process working toward goal resolution is begun. Although the GDI prototype is 

limited to a single goal evaluation expert system, other interconnected ES's are 

possible. In fact, it is possible within the SmallTaIk-80 environment to embed an ES 

deeply within a data structure. For example, a person's meeting constraints 

(expressed as rules) may be part of his/her planning calendar such that these 

constraints are joined with the constraints of others and a meeting plan can be created 

as an ES conclusion. The possibilities are numerous. 
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4.4.1.9 The GDI Classification Scheme for Office Systems 

A hypothetical office classification scheme is postulated in Figure 4.17. A tenet of 

GD! is that an organization can be modeled using a simple classification scheme with 

the top level entities of processes, persons, and things. Within this context, further 

decomposition is possible according to the structure of the organization. This 

hierarchy could then be represented as a set of classes and objects with the attendant 

inheritance characteristics. Although multiple inheritance is not part of the current 

implementation of GD!, its use would be of great assistance in object organization. 

Also, each user might have a personal hierarchy which represents only the particular 

user's perspective of the organization. With the use of the object-oriented approach 

individual object behaviors are located in the objects themselves and cannot corrupt 

another object's behavior. Thus, individual object behavior could be managed by a 

global organizational controller that would' give birth', modify, and 'kill off' objects 

accordingly. This concept is discussed in Chapter 6. 



Structures -- Buildings 
Communication 

Jt;c,...-- devices 

Computers 

Reprographic 
devices 

User Ken Griggs 

~ Meeting Rooms 

Offices 

____ Jay Nunamaker 
Object f-----~-- Project Members 

Office support ~ Benn Konsynski 
persons 

Persons 

cheduling -- Meetings 

Processes 

Communicating '""" Reporti~g . 
~--Planning ElectronIc Mail 

Figure 4.22 An Office Classification Hierarchy Based on Persons, Things, and 
Processes 
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Chapter 5 

5.0 Implementation Issues in GDI 

For the GO! concept to function in the 'real world', several application issues need to 

be addressed. The foregoing sections discuss the features and limitiations of the 

current GO! prototype, how GO! might be used in a typical application scenario, the 

feasibility of GO!, and some observations and insights that occurred during the 

construction of GO!. 

5.1 Features and Limitations of the Current GDI Prototype 

Features of the GDI Prototype 

The current version of the GO! prototype, upon which this work is based, has the 

following features-

• all icons are fully moveable and exist as bitmaps stored in a SmallTalk-

80 system dictionary. The entries in this dictionary point to entries in 

other dictionaries and the fundamental data structure of GO! is a a 

hierarchy of dictionaries. Each icon has its own instantiation of the 

hierarchy. An example of the hierarchy for the Jay Nunamaker icon is 

graphically represented in Figures 4.12 to 4.15 

• there are 2 person icons consisting of Jay Nunamaker (the hypothetical 

user) and Ken Griggs 

• there is 1 thing icon consisting of the BPA building 



• there are 3 process icons consisting of 'Get Data', 'Send Mail', 

'Schedule a Meeting', and 'Make Report 

• the data structures mentioned above become accessible for goal 

completion when they are moved into the selection window, otherwise 

they are not considered 
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• a Humble (a Xerox, Corp. ES shell) knowledge base is used for both 

goal evaluation and meeting scheduling. The goal evaluation knowledge 

base is only consulted when the simulated 'Start' button is clicked. The 

scheduling knowledge base is consulted when the 'Schedule a Meeting' 

item is selected from the goal menu 

• a goal menu is displayed only after goal evaluation is complete. The 

purpose of the menu is to provide the user with a selection set of 

potential goals resulting from the icon configuration. In other words, 

the user always has the last say in determining the next course of action. 

Goals are ranked according to the conclusions reached from goal 

evaluation knowledge base interaction. The topmost goal in the goal 

menu is the one with the calculated highest certainty. If there are other 

candidate goals, they are also positioned in the goal menu by rank from 

top to bottom. 

• when icons are first moved into the selection window, a pop up menu is 

displayed that shows frame information for that icon. 

• all goal evaluation and scheduling rules are examined when their 

knowledge bases are invoked 

• a 'Too Ambiguous' message is displayed in the goal menu when no 

goal could be evaluated from the icon configuration created by the user 
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Limitations of the GDI Prototype 

The GD! prototype is used as a basis for research and as such, has many limitations. 

These include-

• the inability to process more than one goal at a time. The current 

prototype can only evaluate a 'Schedule a Meeting' process between 

the user (Jay Nunamaker) and another person (Ken Griggs). This is 

the only active script. 

• although the scheduling knowledge base can recommend the 'BPA 

Building', the 'Harvill Building', and the 'Administration Building', 

as meeting places, only a BPA icon exists. Hence, no visual 

feedback can be given for the other place recommendations. The user 

is made aware of the recommended place via a statement in the 

Transcript Window 

• the icon evaluation knowledge base is limited to the selection of 'Send 

Mail', 'Get Data', and 'Schedule a Meeting'. An icon for the 'Make 

Report' exists but this process is not a possible goal conclusion. Of 

the above three processes, only 'Schedule a Meeting' is active. If the 

user selects the other two, nothing happens. 

• all goal conflict resolution is left to the user. The GD! prototype 

makes no attempt to resolve goal conflicts. The goal evaluation 

knowledge base is used only to select a subset of possible goals given 

knowledge about icon configurations. The user must make the final 

goal determination. 
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• no scheduling conflict resolution. Although the GD! architecture 

supports conflict resolution in principle (rules can be added to the 

scheduling knowledge base and a conflict resolution script can be 

created) the current prototype does not perfonn this activity. The user 

is made aware of conflicts, but no conflict resolution script exists. 

• scheduling is based on a very simple case of 2 persons, 1 meeting 

place, and a single meeting time and day of month 

• scheduling rules are relatively unsophisticated. The scheduling rules 

in the prototype only operate on a few pieces of frame data namely, 

person name, person position, person location and personal planning 

calendar entries. 

• the 'Stop' and 'Why' button icons exist, but they are not 

implemented. 

• the personal icon can only be used for meeting scheduling 

• no provision is made for the user to schedule meetings for someone 

else. In the prototype the user can only schedule meetings in which he 

is a participant. 

• a mechanism exists to easily change planning calendar entries, but it 

is a separate function and cannot be invoked by the user (only the 

developer has access) 



5.2 A Typical GDI Application Scenario - Schedule a Meeting 

It is the author's belief that for GDI to be of significance it must have potential 

application. The following is a scenario consisting of the events that would occur 

between the user and GDI in scheduling a meeting. 
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Although each icon within GDI can be viewed as a self-contained entity, an icon only 

has meaning relative to some other icon. Hence, rules relating to icon groupings start 

the goal process. Such icon groupings may have several interpretations; including the 

following: 

- the icons are grouped in an incomprehensible manner 

- the grouping of the icons is subject to more than one interpretation 

- the grouping has only one interpretation 

Currently, the only function of the GDI knowledge base is to interpret the icon 

groupings and present the user with likely goal choices. 



Figure 4.18 shows a static representation of the following events-

(1) The user (Jay Nunamaker) moves four icons onto the 
activation screen as an indication that his goal is to set a 
meeting in the BPA building with Jay Nunamaker and Ken 
Griggs 

(2) The user depresses the 'Start' button which begins the goal 
evaluation process. 
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(3) The above event results in a loading of the Humble knowledge 
with parameter values found within the appropriate parts of 
the data structure of the entity associated with each icon. That 
is, the Humble entity tree described in Chapter 4 is instantiated 
with values. 

(4) Since the user has not moved the 'Schedule a Meeting' 
process icon onto the activation screen, the system must make 
the inference through the use of the context evaluator rule set 
and incorporates this additional process into the session. 

(5) The user's goal has been identified and the system (based on 
the script associated with 'Schedule a Meeting') will start the 
process of sub-goal decomposition using data found within 
the data structures of each icon and the scheduling rule base. 
In the prototype, the 'scheduler' object is used to hold 
expertise about the scheduling process. It examines the factors 
of 'person location' and 'person position' to suggest a 
location for the meeting (see Appendix B for the location rule 
set). For example, if any of the persons has 'person position' 
equal to 'chairman' and the chairman is located in 'bpa' then 
the meeting has a high certainty of being held at 'bpa'. Note 
that this process only suggests a meeting location based on a 
rule set .. it can be overridden. 

(6) Further dialogue is undertaken with the user to establish a 
desired time for the meeting. As times are suggested, the 
system examines the 'planning calendars' of each of the 
meeting participants to see if the proposed time slot is 
available. Note that the planning calendars for the participants 
are also contained within the data structures of each person. 

Figure 4.19 shows the geHeral sequence of events in a GDI interaction. The user first 
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moves the appropriate icons into the selection window, the system evaluates the 

configuration to detennine the user's goal, and a rule, frame, script based knowledge 

structure is used to carry out the user's goal. 



Context 
Evaluator 
Rule Set 

Note: this is the ...?1 
SmallTalk --~ 
metaclass object 

Scheduler 
Rule Set 

~New 
1---,11 

Create a new instance 
of 'Schedule a 
Meeting Process' 

Figure 4.23 Events in the 'Schedule a Meeting' Process 

Schedule a 
Meeting Script 
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GDI Interface 

./ 

~ 
Icon Configuration ~ Icon Configuration 
Evaluator ~ Rule Base 

~ 
Confirmed User 
Goal 

~ 
~ fZ Application Script Application 

Object Frames 
~ Knowledge Bases 

~ 
~ompleted or Failed 
User Goal 

Figure 4.24 The General Event Sequence in GDI 



5.3 GDI in the Real World- Is it Feasible? 

The ODI concept involves much more than an interface. Although the central aspect 

of ODI lies in its interface characteristics, GDI is a visual model of the 
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organization itself. At best, the task is merely very ambitious; at worst, it is 

impossible. From the perspective of this dissertation, the author believes that a 

realization of the ODI concept is feasible. The methods employed in creating the ODI 

prototype are largely borrowed from the world of advanced interactive visual 

simulations that currently exist to model process control and manufacturing systems. 

ODI is kind of a CAD/CAM for the office environment. The notion of mixing object-

oriented programming and design with and expert system shell and a visual metaphor 

is not new, but the application of these techniques to the office environment is 

original. For ODI to work in practice, the following will be crucial-

• An office environment manager will have to be created that will allow 

for easy manipulation of the complex data structures and entities 

required for ODI. The primitive object hierarchy classes of person, 

thing, and process will have to be created using some fonn of master 

template frame to create and control the relevant attributes. 

• When a new entity is added, the impact of its presence will have to 

be understood beforehand. An office system based on objects that 

carry behaviors with them is, by its nature, dynamic. This is in 

contrast to well proven systems whose behavior can be reliably 

predicted in advance. The complex interactions possible within ODI 

make this considerably more difficult. 
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It may not be possible to test in advance all the possible object 

interactions. This is particularly true when the interaction of mUltiple 

knowledge bases is considered. Multiple events might result in a 

combinatorially explosive domain that is impossible to 'prove' . This 

is not readily apparent from the GDI prototype system with its very 

small domain of six icons. However, in organizational environments 

of perhaps over 100 icons, the complexity would increase by at least 

an order of magnitude. Due to the possibility of catastrophic failure 

due to the addition of a new entity, a change manager would be 

required that would allow for the roll back to a previous system state 

before the failure occurred and a re-start of the system. It is 

interesting to note that the above problems are often found in the 

SmallTalk environment itself. This is the price paid for flexibility and 

complexity. 

• A knowledge base management system will be needed to assist 

developers in construction, manipulation, and control of knowledge 

bases 

• A visual interaction manager will be required to create icons and 

place them inside the appropriate data structure. 



• An object telecommunications manager must be created to control 

access to objects outside of the user's domain. For example, in the 

case of meeting scheduling, many of the relevant objects would not 

normally be accessible from a user's local workstation; namely, the 

planning calendars of the person entities needed to schedule the 

meeting. The notion of shareable and persistent objects has not 

been fully developed within the framework of the object paradigm. 

For example, to the author's knowledge, there doesn't exist a 

method for gaining access to objects not under the direct control of a 

currently active process. 

Objects can be passed over a network as static entities but their 

connection to their own environment is lost. This connection would 

be required for many applications. 
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A partial solution to the problem in a local area network environment 

is to have an object transmit its message to another environment and 

wait for its response. Of course, this assumes that the other 

environment is active. In the meeting scheduling example this would 

mean that, for a meeting to be scheduled, the workstations containing 

the person objects of each person in the potential meeting would have 

to be running and capable of responding with their planning 

calendars when requested. This problem is likely to be addressed and 

solved in the near future within the object-oriented programming 

community. 

While the above are daunting tasks, they are not outside the realm of feasibility. 



5.4 Some Observations and Insights 

In the course of this research, the following observations and insights were obtained 

regarding various aspects of the nature of programming in the SmallTalk-80 

environment and office and organization modeling-

• The SmallTalk-80 programming environment is a beauty to behold 

from the standpoint of one who enjoys programming. Most of the 

tools a systems developer would require are already built into the 

language environment. These include access to complex data 

structures that would normally have to be programmed by the 

developer or, at best, would be available in a set of external toolkits. 

These include various keyed access schemes, queues, stacks, and 

linked list structures. Moreover, these data can be used to store other 

objects which may, in themselves, be other data structures, graphic 

images, or other complete applications. This means that, in effect, 

that the only limitation to development is the imagination of the 

designer/programmer. Thus, SmallTalk-80 is ideal for 

experimentation in a research environment. Given the nature of the 

environment, the only other problem is learning it. This requires 

considerable time and effort for programmers versed in procedural 

languages. From the author's experience, about a year is required 

before meaningful work can be done. Moreover, several courses at 

Xerox Corporation. were needed to complete the learning task. 

This fact, combined with a dearth of good documentation, is a 

serious limitation. 
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• In attempting to resolve higher order goals, the mOdeling of an office 

environment cannot be separated from the organization itself. 

Although the title of this dissertation states that the dissertation is an 

'office interface', in reality it is a model which represents the user, 

the office environment, and the organization in which the office 

functions. The GDI concept is unlikely to be realized in a single, 

stand-alone workstation. It will require connections to other object 

environments. 

• The GDI approach is unique, in that it centers on the user as the 

central player in the larger organizational model. It is also unique in 

that it presents the world form the user's perspective. Just as a 

database sub-schema is a view of a part of a database that is relevant 

to a user, so does GDI present the user with a personal view of his 

environment. This technique was necessary to produce a sense of 

realism required for the environment. 

• The use of a robust and sophisticated ES shell that could be 

incorporated into the SmallTalk environment is imperative to the 

creation of a fully functional version of a GD!. To produce the 

functionality for most activities, requires an available encapsulated 

expertise is required. 

The above insights were hard won and were achieved after numerous attempts to 

conceptualize GDI in the form of actual SmallTalk-80 code. 
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6.0 Conclusion 

6.1 The Contributions of the Dissertation 

The primary outcomes and contributions of this research are-

(1) the development of an office interface that incorporates

(a) an object-oriented methodology; 

(b) the use of an original iconographic approach that is a 
visual representation of the office environment and the 
organization and provides the user with his/her own 
personal icon used for system interaction to provide a 
personal view of the environment; 

(c) an embedded expert system used to discover user high 
order goals from icon placement; 

(2) the creation of a knowledge representation technique for the office 
environment that inc1udes-

(a) a frame, rule, script based approach to modeling the 
organization as perceived by the user; 

(b) a goal understanding knowledge base separate from a 
goal-completion knowledge base; 

(c) a scheduling knowledge base that uses attributes of 
persons to advise users of meeting locations; 

(3) the coupling of expert system and interface technology in the office 
environment. 

This research is interdisciplinary in nature and is an extension of work done in a 

variety of fields including artificial intelligence, cognitive science, management 

science, MIS, and computer science. It is likely to have a direct and significant 

impact in these areas. The development of any technique which shows promise of 

improving human/computer interaction, if only in a marginal fashion, is both timely 

and important. 
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6.2 Future Research Directions 

The future of the GDI approach can be divided into technical and behavioral paths

Potential Future Technical Research 
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• A possible future approach to goal evaluation is to employ 

neural network technology. Currently, the approach is 

considered exotic and has been employed primarily in vision 

and speech recognition work. Neural nets are self adjusting 

classification schemes that employ a set of 'nodes' that 

calibrate themselves through reinforcement thereby 

simulating learning. The reinforcement consists of a learning 

phase in which the confmnatory value of a node changes 

according to its firing frequency and vice versa. The 

technique is patterned after the neuronal structure of the 

human brain and is, in essence, a trainable pattern matching 

system. In GDI, this would eliminate the need for a goal 

evaluation rule base and allow the user to train the system in 

goal recognition and thereby eliminate the considerable 

knowledge engineering work now required. Moreover, as 

goal structures change, the neural net could be re-trained 

accordingly. 



G The use of multiple lrnowledge bases employing a 

blackboard technique needs to be explored. This approach is 

the next step in the meeting scheduling problem and other 

problems as well. 
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• The embedding of lrnowledge bases inside the data structure 

of objects themselves. Currently, the lrnowledge base is 

another object external to other objects but it could be inserted 

in the data structure of an object and called upon when 

needed. Each object could then exhibit a greater degree of 

intelligence. 
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Potential Future Behavioral Research 

• ODI has not been tested empirically with respect to a variety 

of measures including ease of learning and the degree to 

which the goal evaluation technique is perceived as forgiving 

to the user. Although ODI is proposed as a means of 

providing higher order goal completion power to computer 

novices, what of the expert user? Perhaps the heavily visual 

nature of the interface would become an irritation to users 

over time. If so, this would lead to consideration of the 

development of an 'expert mode'. 

• Some empirical work must be done to assess the user's 

reaction to the use of a personal icon. How far can the 

concept be pushed? 

• Additional empirical work must be done to test user reactions 

to the concept of a total visualization of the office 

environment. How will users perceive a world consisting of 

a large number of icons (possibly hundreds)? 



Appendix A - GDI SmallTalk Code 

Interrogator subclass: #IconConfiguration 
instanceVariableNames: 'lastGoal kb iconList personList thingList 

processList personTotal 
thingTotal processTotal iconsTotal outStream userInteractionEntity 

thingInstance personInstance 
processInstance iconsEntity , 

classVariableNames: " 
poolDictionaries: " 
category: 'Move-Icons'! 

!IconConfiguration methodsFor: 'initialization'! 
initialize 

iconsTotal <- O. 
personTotal <- O. 
thingTotal <- O. 
processTotal <- O. 
personInstance <- Persons someInstance. 
thingInstance <- Things someInstance. 
processInstance <- Processes somelnstance. 
kb <- KnowledgeBases baseNamed: 'Interface3'. 
kb initEntities. 
kb initEntityTypes. 
self configurationManager! ! 

!Icon Configuration methodsFor: 'situation analysis'! 

getActFromKB 
I userGoal alternateGoal goal Collection I 
outStream <- WriteStream on: (String new: 30). 
goal Collection <- OrderedCollection new. 
"kb interrogator: self." 
self setParameters. 
kb outputStream: outStream. 
userGoal <- kb findOut: #UserGoal in: userInteractionEntity. 
alternateGoal <- kb alternativesFor: #UserGoal in: userInteractionEntity 

name asSymbol in: 
goal Collection. 

Transcript cr; show: (userGoal value printString). 
Transcript cr; show: (alternateGoal printString). 
outStream contents printString asDisplayText displayAt: 10 @ 600. 
"goalCollection! 

iconList 
"iconList! 
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identifylcon: anIconName 
iconList asSet do: [:each I each = anIconName 

iITrue: ["(Frames at: each) 
at: #iconType] 

itFalse: ["self halt]]! 

10adSubsetDictionaryAt: aSymbol 
I count template I 
personList size 

timesRepeat: 
[count <- count + 1. 
«kb entityTypes at: aSymbol) 

person Check 
I count I 

createInstanceUnder: iconsEntity) 
setParamsFromDict: (Dictionary 

createSubsetDictionaryU singTemplate: template 
atGlobal: Frames 
withKey: (personList at: count) asSymbol)]! 

personList isEmpty not 
iITrue: 

[count <- O. 
personList size 

timesRepeat: 
[count <- count + 1. 
«kb entityTypes at: #PersonIcons) 

createlnstanceU nder: userInteractionEntity) 
setParamsFromDict: (Dictionary 

createSubsetDictionary U singTemplate: 
personInstance kbTemplate 

atGlobal: Frames 
withKey: (personList at: count) 

asSymbol)]] ! 
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processCheck 
I count I 
processList isEmpty not 

iITrue: 
[count <- o. 
processList size 

timesRepeat: 

ifFalse: 

[count <- count + 1. 
«kb entityTypes at: #ProcessIcons) 

createInstanceUnder: userInteractionEntity) 
setParamsFromDict: (Dictionary 

createSubsetDictionaryU singTemplate: 
processInstance kbTemplate 

atGlobal: Frames 
withKey: (processList at: count) 

as Symbol)]] 

[«kb entityTypes at: #ProcessIcons) 
createInstanceU nder: userInteractionEntity) 
setParamsFromDict: (Dictionary 

createSubsetDictionaryU singTemplate: 
processInstance kbTemplate 
atGlobal: Frames 
withKey: #nilProcess )]! 
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setParameters 
I count iconsDictionary I 

personList <- personlnstance personList. 
thingList <- thingInstance thingList. 
processList <- processInstance processList. 
Transcript cr; show: 'number of icons is: ' , iconsTotal printString. 
Transcript cr; show: 'number of personlcons is: ' , (personList size) 

printString. 
Transcript cr; show: 'number of processlcons is: ' , (processList size) 

printString. 
Transcript cr; show: 'number of thinglcons is: ' , (thingList size) 

printString. 
userInteractionEntity <- (kb entityTypes at: #U serInteraction) 

createInstanceForInjection. 
"iconsEntity <- (kb entityTypes at: #UserInteraction). 

createlnstanceUnder: userInteractionEntity. II 
iconsDictionary <- Dictionary new. 
iconsDictionary at: #numberOflcons put: iconsTotal; 

at: #numberOfPersonIcons put: personTotal; 
at: #numberOfProcesslcons put: processTotal; 
at: #numberOIThinglcons put: thingTotal. 

userInteractionEntity setParamsFromDict: iconsDictionary. 
self person Check. 
self thingCheck. 
self processCheck.! 
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thingCheck 
I count I 
thingList isEmpty not 

iITrue: 
[count <- O. 
thingList size 

timesRepeat: 

ifFalse: 

[count <- count + 1. 
«kb entityTypes at: #Thinglcons) 

createInstanceUnder: userInteractionEntity) 
setParamsFromDict: (Dictionary 

createSubsetDictionaryU singTemplate: 
thingInstance kbTemplate 
atGlobal: Frames 
withKey: (thingList at: count) asSymbol)]] 

[«kb entityTypes at: #ThingIcons) 
createInstance Under: userIn teractionEn ti ty) 
setParamsFromDict: (Dictionary 

createSubsetDictionary U singTemplate: 
thingInstance kbTemplate 
atGlobal: Frames 
withKey: #nilThing )]! ! 

!Icon Configuration methodsFor: 'ES feed controller'! 

configuration~anager 
iconList <- Office View someInstance selectedIconList. 
Transcript cr; show: iconList printString. 
personTotal <- self selectedIconOccurrencesOf: 'person' in: iconList. 
thingTotal <- self selectedIconOccurrencesOf: 'thing' in: iconList. 
processTotal <- self selectedIconOccurrencesOf: 'process' in: iconList. 
iconsTotal <- iconList size! 

icons~anager 
icons Count >= 1 

iITrue: 
[iconsCount <- iconsCount - 1. 
"true] 

ifFalse: [ "false].! 
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personIconsManager 
personIconsCount >= 1 

iITrue: 
[personIconsCount <- personIconsCount - 1. 
Atrue] 

ifFalse: [Afalse].! 

processIconsManager 
processIconsCount >= 1 

iITrue: 
[processIconsCount <- processIconsCount - 1. 
"true] 

ifFalse: [Afalse].! 

selectedIconOccurrencesOf: aParameter in: anIconList 
I count I 
count <- O. 
anIconList asSet do: [:each I «Frames at: each) 

includes: aParameter) 
iffrue: 

[count <- count + 1]]. 

Acount! 

thingIconsManager 
thingIconsCount >= 1 

iITrue: 
[thingIconsCount <- thingIconsCount - 1. 
Atrue] 

ifFalse: [Afalse].! ! 

!IconConfiguration methodsFor: 'Interrogator mimicry'! 

moreOf: anEntityType 

anEntityType typeName asString 
case: ( 

( 'Icons' -> [Afalse]), 
( 'PersonIcons' -> [A (self personIconsManager)]), 
( 'ProcessIcons' -> [A(self processIconsManager)]), 
( 'ThiugIcons' -> [A (self thingIconsManager)]).! 
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numberOflcons 
"Hypothesis new: iconsTotal! 

numberOfPersonIcons 
"Hypothesis new: personTotal! 

numberOfProcesslcons 
"Hypothesis new: processTotal! 

numberOIThinglcons 
"Hypothesis new: thingTotal! 

oneOf:ariEntityType 
Transcript cr; show: (ariEntityType typeName asString). 

ariEntityType typeName asString 
case: ( 

( 'Icons' -> ["true]), 
( 'PersonIcons' -> ["(self personIconsManager)]), 
( 'ProcessIcons' -> ["(self processIconsManager)]), 
( 'Thinglcons' -> ["(self thinglconsManager)]).! 

personName 
I tempi 
temp <- ««Persons somelnstance) personList) removeLast) asString). 
Transcript cr; show: (temp printString). 

"Hypothesis new: temp! 
request: aParameter 
I translatedParameter aFrameHypothesis act test I 
Transcript cr; show: «aParameter defmition) parameterName). 
«(aParameter definition) parameterName) asString) 
case: ( 

( 'numberOfIcons' -> [Transcript cr; show:(,numberOfIcons: " 
(iconsTotal printString». 

"Hypothesis new: (iconsTotal)]), 
( 'numberOfPersonlcons' -> [Transcript cr; show:('personTotal: " 

(personTotal printString». 
"Hypothesis new: (personTotal)]), 

( 'numberOffhingIcons' -> [Transcript cr; show:('thingTotal: " 
(thingTotal printString». 

"Hypothesis new: (thingTotal) ]), 
( 'numberOfProcesslcons' -> [Transcript cr; show:('processTotal: " 

(processTotal 
printString». "Hypothesis new: (processTotal)]), 

('personName' -> [" (selfpersonName)]), 
( 'processType' -> [self processType]), 
('thingType' -> [selfthingType])).! ! 

It _____ ... ______________________________ "! 
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IconConfiguration class 
instance VariableNames: "! 

!IconConfiguration class methodsFor: 'initialize'! 

initialize 
super new initialize! ! 

IconConfiguration initialize! 

Model variableSubclass: #Icons 
instance V ariableN ames: 'iconDictionary iconBackgroundDictionary 

selectedIcon 
selectedIconBackground ' 

classVariableNames: " 
poolDictionaries: " 
category: 'Move-Icons'! 

!Icons methodsFor: 'accessing'! 

defaultControllerClass 
"ControllerOfIcons! 

getBpa 
(iconDictionary includes: «(Frames at: #bpa) 

at: #picture)) 

getData 

iITrue: ["self] 
ifFalse: 

[selectedlcon <- (Frames at: #bpa) 
at: #picture. 

iconDictionary at: #bpa put: selectedIcon. 
self changed: #getAnIconJ! 

(iconDictionary includes: «(Frames at: #getData) 
at: #picture)) 

iITrue: ["self] 
ifFalse: 

[selectedIcon <- (Frames at: #getData) 
at: #picture. 

iconDictionary at: #getData put: selectedIcon. 
self changed: #getAnIconJ! 
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getJay 
(iconDictionary includes: «Frames at: #jay) 

at: #picture» 

getKen 

iITrue: ["self] 
itFalse: 

[selectedlcon <- (Frames at: #jay) 
at: #picture. 

iconDictionary at: #jay put: selectedlcon. 
self changed: #getAnIcon]! 

(iconDictionary includes: «Frames at: #ken) 
at: #picture» 

ifTrue: ["self] 
itFalse: 

[selectedlcon <- (Frames at: #ken) 
at: #picture. 

iconDictionary at: #ken put: selectedlcon. 
self changed: #getAnlcon]! 

getMakeReport 
(iconDictionary includes: «Frames at: #makeReport) 

at: #picture» 
ifTrue: ["self] 
itFalse: 

[selectedIcon <- (Frames at: #makeReport) 
at: #picture. 

iconDictionary at: #makeReport put: selectedIcon. 
self changed: #getAnIcon]! 

getScheduleMeeting 
(iconDictionary includes: «Frames at: #scheduleMeeting) 

at: #picture» 
ifTrue: ["self] 
itFalse: 

[selectedIcon <- (Frames at: #scheduleMeeting) 
at: #picture. 

iconDictionary at: #scheduleMeeting put: selectedIcon. 
self changed: #getAnIcon]! 
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getSendMail 
(iconDictionary includes: «Frames at: #sendMail) 

at: #picture)) 
iITrue: ["self] 
ifFalse: 

[selectedIcon <- (Frames at: #sendMail) 
at: #picture. 

iconDictionary at: #sencllvlail put: selectedIcon. 
self changed: #getAnIcon]! . 

getStartButton 
(iconDictionary includes: «Frames at: #startButton) 

at: #picture)) 
iITrue: ["self] 
ifFalse: 

[selectedIcon <- (Frames at: #startButton) 
at: #picture. 

iconDictionary at: #startButton put: selectedIcon. 
self changed: #getAnIcon]! 

getStopButton 
(iconDictionary includes: «Frames at: #stopButton) 

at: #picture)) 
iITrue: ["self] 
ifFalse: 

[selectedlcon <- (Frames at: #stopButton) 
at: #picture. 

iconDictionary at: #stopButton put: selectedIcon. 
self changed: #getAnlcon]! 

getWhyBu'ton 
(iconDictionary includes: «Frames at: #WhyButton) 

at: #picture)) 
iITrue: ["self] 
ifFalse: 

[selectedlcon <- (Frames at: #WhyButton) 
at: #picture. 

iconDictionary at: #WhyButton put: selectedIcon. 
self changed: #getAnIcon]! 
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hitDetected: anIcon 
self setSelectedIcon: anIcon withBackground: 

(iconBackgroundDictionary at: (self iconDictionary 
keyAtValue: anIcon». 

self changed: #CheckIfControlButton. 
self changed: #drag. 
self changed: #CheckItlnSelectWindow.! 

iconBackgroundDictionary 
"iconBackgroundDictionary! 

iconDictionary 
"iconDictionary! 

insertBpa 
(iconDictionary includes: «Frames at: #bpa) 

at: #picture» 
iffrue: ["self] 
itFalse: 

[selectedIcon <- (Frames at: #bpa) 
at: #picture. 

iconDicticnary at: #bpa put: selectedIcon. 
self changed: #insertBpa]! 

selectedIcon 
"selectedIcon! 

selectedIconBackground 
"selectedIconBackground! 

setSelectedlcon: anIcon 
I iconNamel 
icon Name <- iconDictionary keyAtValue: anIcon. 
selectedIcon <-anIcon. 
iconDictionary at: icon Name put: anIcon! 

setSelectedlcon: anIcon withBackground: anIconBackground 
I iconName I 
iconName <- iconDictionary keyAtValue: anIcon. 
selectedlcon <- anIcon. 
selectedIconBackground <- anIconBackground. 
iconDictionary at: iconName put: anlcon. 
selectedIconBackground <- anlconBackground. 
iconBackgroundDictionary at: iconName put: anIconBackground! ! 
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!Icons methodsFor: 'instance creation'! 
initialize 

iconDictionary <- Dictionary new. 
iconBackgroundDictionary <- Dictionary new. 

Frames do: [:each I (each at: #picture) offset: (O@O»). 

"_- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- "! 

Icons class 
instance V ariableN ames: "! 

!Icons class methodsFor: 'initialize'! 

initialize 
super new initialize! ! 

Icons initialize! 

View subclass: #ViewOflcons 
instanceVariableNames: 'touchPoint' 
classVariableNames: " 
poolDictionaries: " 
category: 'Move-Icons'! 

!ViewOflcons methodsFor: 'displaying'! 
computeDisplayTransformation 

AWindowingTransformation scale: nil translation: super 
computeDisplayTransformation 

translation rounded! 
display: anIcon 

anIeon display! 
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dispJayView 
I dispJayedIcons dispJayedIconBackground I 
dispJayedIcons <- OrderedCollection new. 
dispJayedIconBackground <- OrderedCollection new. 
model iconDictionary do: [:each I (self insetDisplayBox contains: 

each relativeRectangle) 
iITrue: [displayedIcons add: each]]. 

model iconBackgroundDictionary do: [:each I (selfinsetDispJayBox 
contains: each 
relativeRectangle) 

iITrue: [displayedIconBackground add: each]]. 
displayedIconBackground do: [:each I each display]. 
dispJayedIcons do: [:each I each display]! 

getAnJcon 
I anlcon anlconBackground I 
anIcon <- self model selectedIcon. 
anlcon offset: 0 @ O. 
anlconBackground <- anIcon backgroundAt: controller sensor 

cursorPoint. 
anlcon displayAt: controller sensor cursorPoint. 
anIcon offset: controller sensor cursorPoint. 
self model setSelectedIcon: anIcon withBackground: anIconBackground! 
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moveAnIcon 
I anIcon anIconBackground I 
anlcon <- self model selectedIcon. 
anIcon offset: 0 @ O. 
anIconBackground <- anIcon backgroundAt: controller sensor 

cursorPoint. 
anIcon displayAt: O@O. 
anlcon offset: controller sensor cursorPoint. 
self model setSelectedIcon: anlcon withBackground: anIconBackground! 

update: aParameter 
aParameter == #getAnIcon iffrue:[self getAnIcon]. 
aParameter == #drag iffrue:[self dragAnIcon]. 
aParameter = #checkIfControlButton iffrue:[self 

controlButtonActivity].! ! 

!ViewOfIcons methodsFor: 'controller access'! 

defaultControllerClass 
"ControllerOfIcons! ! 

!ViewOfIcons methodsFor: 'control buttons'! 

configurationIsOKCheck 
(OfficeView someInstance selectedIconList includes: 'jay') 

iffrue: 

goal'. 

[Transcript cr; show: 'User is in the selection window'. 
Office View someInstance selectedIconList size> 1 

iffrue: 

ifFalse: 

[Transcript cr; show: 'Icon configuration size is OK'. 
"true] 

ifFalse: 
[Transcript cr; show: 'Not enough icons to determine a 

"false]] 

[Transcript cr; show: 'User is not in the selection window'. 
"false]! 
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controlButtonActivity 
IcontrolButtonl 
controlButton <- model iconDictionary keyAtValue: model selectedIcon. 
controlButton asString case: 'startButton' -> [self 

configurationIsOKCheck 
iffrue: [IconMaster demo] 

['why' 
ifFalse: ["self]] , ('stopButton' -> ["self]) , (,whyButton' -> 

printString asDisplayText displayAt: 50@ 50]) otherwise: ["self]! ! 

!ViewOfIcons methodsFor: 'tracking objects'! 

dragAnIcon 
I anlcon anlconBackground I 
anIcon <- self model selectedlcon. 
anIconBackground <- self model selectedIconBackground. 

touchPoint <- (controller sensor cursorPoint) - (anIcon offset). 
anlconBackground display. 

anIcon offset: (O@O). 
anlcon 
follow: [controller sensor cursorPoint - touchPoint] 
while: [controller sensor redButtonPressed] 
clippiogBox: self insetDisplayBox. 

anlcon offset: controller sensor cursorPoint - touchPoint. 
anlconBackground <- anlcon backgroundAt: (anIcon offset). 

anIcon display. 
II model selectedIcon = (model iconDictionary at: #jay) 

iffrue: [ SystemCall bell]." 
self model setSelectedIcon: anIcon withBackground: 

anlconBackground! ! 
"_- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- "! 

ViewOfIcons class 
instanceVariableNames: "! 
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!ViewOfIcons class methodsFor: 'instance creation'! 

open 
I subView topView anIcon anOfficeView aButton aSwitchView switch 

aController I 
anIcon <- Icons new. 
anIcon initialize. 
aController <- ControllerOfIcons new. 
subView <- (self new) model: anIcon; insideColor: Form white; 

borderWidth: 1. 
topView <- (StandardSystemView new) borderWidth: 1; label: 'Office 

Screen'; 
addSubView: subView. 

top View minimumSize: 500 @ 500. 
top View maximumSize: 700 @ 700. 
anOfficeView <- (OfficeView new) model: anIcon. 
anOffice View insideColor: Form white. 
anOfficeView controller: NoController new. 

topView addSubView: anOfficeView 
in: (0.3@0.3 extent: O.4@OA) 
borderWidth:(l@l extent: 2@2). 

topView controller open! ! 
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Object subclass: #Persons 
instance V ariableN ames: 'personList personPlanningCalendar 

kbTemplate kb2Tempiate displayTemplate' 
classVariableNames: " 
poolDictionaries: " 
category: 'Move-Icons'! 

!Persons methodsFor: 'current values'! 

addACalendarEntryFor: aPerson activity: anActivity 
I aCalendarDayDictionary aDayNumber aTimeInterval temp 

conflictAssociation I 
temp <- Interval new. 
aDayNumber <- self promptForDate. 
aTimeInterval <- self promptForTimeSlot. 
aCalendarDayDictionary <- «Frames at: aPerson asSymbol) 

at: #planningCalendar) 
at: aDayNumber. 

aCalendarDayDtctionary keys 
detect: 

[:each I 
temp <- each. 
(each asSet * aTimeInterval asSet) isEmpty not] 

"temp isEmpty not iITrue: [conflictAssociation <- temp]. 
(temp isNil or: [temp isEmpty])" 

ifNone: 

on day' , 

[aCalendarDayDictionary at: aTimeInterval put: anActivity. 
"'Activty: ' , anActivity printString • ' added to planning calendar 

aDayNumber printString , ' timeSlot: ' , aTimeInterval printString]. 
"'Conflict -- the time interval' , temp printString , ' on day: I , 

aDayNumber printString , 
'is already used for--> I ,(aCalendarDayDictionary at: temp)! 

addACalendarEntryFor: aPerson onDay: aDayNumber timeSlot: 
anInterval activity: anActivity 

I aCalendarDayDictionary aTimeSlotStatusMessage temp I 
aCalendarDayDictionary <- «Frames at: aPerson asSymbol) 

at: #planningCalendar) 
at: aDayNumber. 

aCalendarDayDictionary keys do: [:each I temp <- each asSet * an Interval 
asSet]. 

"temp! 

addAPerson: aPersunIconName 
personList addLast: aPersonIconName! 
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building: aBuildingIdentifier planningCalendarForRoom: 
aRoomIdentifier onDay: aDayNumber 

"««Frames at: aBuildingIdentifier asSymbol) 
at: #rooms) 
at: aRoomIdentifier) 
at: #planningCalendar) 
at: aDayNumber! 

displayTemplate 
"displayTemplate! 

getPlanningCalendarFor: aPerson 
"(Frames at: aPerson asSymbol) 

at: #planningCalendar! 

getPlanningCalendarFor: aPerson on: aDayNumber 
I tempi 
temp <- Dictionary new. 
"temp sortAnIntervalKeyedDict: «(Frames at: aPerson as Symbol) 

at: #planningCalendar) 
at: aDayNumber)! 

kb2Tempiate 
"kb2Template! 

kbTemplate 
"kbTemplate! 

personList 
"personList! 

planningCalendarForPerson: aPersonIdentifier onDay: aDayNumber 
"«Frames at: aPersonldentifier asSymbol) 

at: #planningCalendar) 
at: aDayNumber! 

promptForDate 
I dayAnswer aDayNumber I 
FillInTheBlank 

request: 'What is day number?' 
displayAt: 300@300 
centered: true 
action: [:dayAnswer I aDayNumber <- dayAnswer] 
initialAnswer: ". 

"(aDayNumber asNumber)! 
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promptForTirneSlot 
I beginTirneAnswer endTirneAnswer beginTime endTirne aTimeS lot I 
FillInTheBlank 

request: 'Start time for activity?' 
displayAt: 300@300 
centered: true 
action: [:beginTimeAnswer I beginTirne <- beginTimeAnswer] 
initialAnswer: ". 

FillInTheBlank 
request: 'End time for activity?' 
displayAt: 300@300 
centered: true 
action: [:endTirneAnswer I endTirne <- endTimeAnswer] 
initialAnswer: ". 

aTirneSlot <- Interval from: (beginTirne asNumber) to: (endTime 
asNumber). 

AaTirneSlot! 

removeACalendarEntryFor: aPerson 
I aCalendarDayDictionary aDayNumber aTimelnterval temp 

conflictAssociation I 
aDay Number <- self promptForDate. 
aTimeInterval <- self promptForTimeSlot. 
aCalendarDayDictionary <- «Frames at: aPerson asSymbol) 

at: #planningCalendar) 
at: aDayNumber. 

aCalendarDayDictionary removeAssociation: (aCalendarDayDictionary 
associationAt: 
aTimelnterval if Absent: ["'Non-existent entry')) 

if Absent: [A'Non-existent entry']! ! 

!Persons methodsFor: 'initialize'! 

initialize 
personList <- OrderedCollection new. 
kbTemplate <- OrderedCollection new. 

, kb2Template <- OrderedCollection new. 
kbTemplate addLast: #person Name; addLast: #jobType; addLast: 

#personLocation. 
kb2Template addLast: #personLocation; addLast: #personPosition. 
displayTemplate <- OrderedCollection new. 
displayTemplate addLast: #personlconType; addLast: #personName; 

addLast: #jobType; addLast: 
#personLocation. 

personPlanningCalendar <- Dictionary new! ! 
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Object subclass: #Processes 
instance V ariableN ames: 'processList kbTemplate kb2Template 

displayTemplate ' 
c1assVariableNames: " 
poolDictionaries: " 
category: 'Move-Icons'! 

!Processes methodsFor: 'current values'! 

addAProcess: aProcessName 
processList addLast: aProcessName! 

displayTemplate 
"displayTemplate! 

kbTemplate 
"kbTemplate! 

processList 
"processList! ! 

!Processes methodsFor: 'initialize'! 

initialize 
processList <- OrderedCoIlection new. 
displayTemplate <- OrderedCoIlection new. 
displayTemplate addLast: #processName; addLast: #processIconType; 

addLast: #processType. 
kbTemplate <- OrderedCollection new. 
kb2Template <- OrderedCoIlection new. 
kbTemplate addLast: #processIconType; addLast: #processType; 

addLast: #processName! ! 

MouseMenuControIler subclass: #ControIlerOfIcons 
instanceVariableNames: 'stackp' 
c1assVariableNames: " 
poolDictionaries: " 
category: 'Move-Icons'! 
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!ControllerOflcons methodsFor: 'initialize-release'! 

getBpa 
model getBpa! 

getData 
model getData! 

getJay 
model getJay! 

getKen 
model getKen! 

getMakeReport 
model getMakeReport! 

getScheduleMeeting 
model getScheduleMeeting! 

getSendMail 
model getSendMail! 

getStartButton 
model getStartButton! 

getStopButton 
model getStopButton! 

getWhyButton 
model getWhyButton! 

initialize 
super initialize. 
self yellowButtonMenu: (PopUpMenu labels: 'Get Ken 

Get Jay 
GetBPA 
Get Start Button 
Get Stop Button 
Get Why Button 
Get Data 
Get Send Mail 
Get Make Report 
Get Schedule Meeting') 

yellowButtonMessages: #(getKen getJay getBpa getStartButton 
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getStopButton 
getWhyButton getData getSendMail getMakeReport getScheduleMeeting)! ! 

!ControllerOfIcons methodsFor: 'control'! 

checkForIntersection: anIcon 
I intersectCollection I 
intersectCollection <- OrderedCollection new. 
model iconDictionary do: [:each I (each relativeRectangle intersects: 

anIcon relativeRectangle) 
& (each -- anIcon) iITrue: [intersectCollection addLast: each]]! 

checkForMove 
I anIcon I 
anIcon <- self checkIconHit. 
anIcon notNil iITrue: [self model hitDetected: anIcon]! 

checkIconHit 
I aSensedDictionary anIcon I 
aSenst:dDictionary <- model iconDictionary select: [:each I each 

relativeRectangle containsPoint: 
sensor cursorPoint]. 

aSensedDictionary isEmpty iITrue: ["nil]. 
anlcon <- aSensedDictionary asSortedCollection first value. 
aSensedDictionary size = 1 

iITrue: 
[self checkForIntersection: anIcon. 
"anlcon] 

ifFalse: ["self overlapDetect: as ensedDictionti.i"y ]! 

isControlActive 

"super isControlActive & sensor blueButtonPressed not! 

overlapDetect: aDictionary 
I testl test2 I 
testl <- aDictionary asSortedCollection first value. 
test2 <- aDictionary asSorted Collection last value. 
(model iconBackgroundDictionary at: (model iconDictionary keyAtValue: 

testl» 
isAllWhite 

iITrue: ["test2] 
ifFalse: ["testl]! 
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redButtonActivity 
self checkForMove! ! 

Object subclass: #Things 
instance V ariableNames: 'thingList kbTemplate kb2Tempiate 

displayTemplate ' 
class V ariableN ames: " 
poolDictionaries: " 
category: 'Move-Icons'! 

!Things methodsFor: 'current values'! 

addATbing: aThingName 
thingList addLast: aThingName! 

building: aBuildingldentifier planningCalendarForRoom: aRoomIdentifier 
onDay: aDayNumber 

A««Frames at: aBuildingldentifier asSymbol) 
at: #rooms) 
at: aRoomIdentifier) 
at: #planningCalendar) 
at: aDayNumber! 
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displayTemplate 
"displayTemplate! 

kb2Template 
"kb2Template! 

kbTemplate 
"kbTemplate! 

thingList 
"thingList! ! 

!Things methodsFor: 'initialize'! 

initialize 
thingList <- OrderedCollection new. 
kbTemplate <- OrderedCollection new. 
kb2Template <- OrderedCollection new. 
kbTemplate addLast: #thinglconType; addLast: #thingName; addLast: 

#thingType. 
kb2Template addLast: #thinglconType. 
displayTemplate <- OrderedCollection new. 
displayTemplate addLast: #thingIconType; addLast: #thingName; addLast: 

#thingType! ! 

View subclass: #Office View 
instance V ariableN ames: 'selectedlconList persons processes things ' 
classVariableNames: " 
poolDictionaries: " 
category: 'Move-Icons'! 

!OfficeView methodsFor: 'initialize'! 

initialize 
selectedIconList <- OrderedCollection new. 
persons <- Persons new. 
processes <- Processes new. 
things <- Things new. 
persons initialize. 
things initialize. 
processes initialize. 
super initialize! ! 
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!OfficeView methodsFor: 'control'! 

checkIfInSelectWindow 
I temp I 
«self insetDisplayBox contains: model selectedIcon relativeRectangle) 

& (self notAControlIcon» 

194 

iffrue: [(selectedIconList includes: (model iconDictionary keyAtValue: 
model 
selectedIcon) ) 

selectedIcon). 

Persons.D, 

ifFalse: 
[temp <- (model iconDictionary keyAtValue: model 

selectedIconList add: temp. 
(selfidentifyIcon: temp) 

case: ( 
('person' -> [persons addAPerson: temp. self 

popUpAnlconFrameOn: temp asSymbol inClass: 

('process' -> [processes addAProcess: temp. self 
popUpAnlconFrameOn: temp asSymbol 

inClass: Processes. D, 

Things.]))]].! 

defaultControllerClass 
"ControllerOflcons! 

('thing' -> [things addA Thing: temp. self 
popUpAnlconFrameOn: temp asSymbol inClass: 

identifylcon: anIconName 
selectedIconList asSet do: [:each I (each 

insertBpa 

= anlconName) iffrue: ["«Frames at: each) 
at: #iconType)]].! 

I anlcon anlconBackground I 
anIcon <- self model selectedIcon. 
anIcon offset: self insetDisplayBox origin. 
anIconBackground <- anlcon backgroundAt: (self insetDisplayBox) 

origin. 
anlcon display. 
anIcon offset: self insetDisplayBox origin. 
self model setSe1ectedIcon: anIcon withBackground: anIconBackground! 



notAControlIcon 

«model iconDictionary keyAtValue: model selectedIcon) asString-= 
'startButton' ) 

& «model iconDictionary keyAtValue: model selectedIcon) asString 
-= 'stopButton' ) 

& «model iconDictionary keyAtValue: model selectedlcon) asString 
-= 'whyButton' ) 

iITrue: ["true] 
ifFalse: ["false]! 

popUpAnIconFrameOn: aSymbol 
PopUpMenu on: (Dictionary 

createSubsetDictionaryUsingTemplate: aSymbol somelnstance 
displayTemplate 

atGlobal: Frames 
withKey: aSymbol) associations! 

popUpAnIconFrameOn: aSymbol inClass: anOfficeClass 
PopUpMenu on: (Dictionary 

createSubsetDictionaryUsingTemplate: anOfficeClass 
someInstance 
displayTemplate 

atGlobal: Frames 
withKey: aSymbol) associations! 

selectedIconList 
"selectedIconList! 

update: aParameter 
aParameter = #checkIflnSelectWindow iITrue: [self 

checkIflnSelectWindow] . 
aParameter = #insertBpa iITrue: [self insertBpa]! ! 

!OfficeView methodsFor: 'display'! 
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displayView 
I displayedIcons displayedIconBackground I 

displayedIcons <- OrderedCollection new. 
displayedIconBackground <- OrderedCollection new. 
model iconDictionary do: [:each I (selfinsetDisplayBox contains: each 

relativeRectangle) 
iffrue: [displayedIcons add: each]]. 

model iconBackgroundDictionary do: [:each I (selfinsetDisplayBox 
contains: each 
relativeRectangle) 

iffrue: [displayedIconBackground add: each]]. 
displayedIconBackground do: [:each I each display]. 
displayedIcons do: [:each I each display]. 
"model iconBackgroundDictionary do: [:each I each display]. 
model iconDictionary do: [:each I each display]."! ! 

Model subclass: #Scheduler 
instanceVariableNames: 'personList thingList processList dayNumber 

location timeS lot kb 
iconList scheduleList beginTime endTime locationList meetingEntity , 

classVariableNames: " 
poolDictionaries: " 
category: 'Move-Icons'! 
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!Scheduler methodsFor: 'schedule maintenance'! 

addACalendarEntryFor: anObject activity: anActivity 
I aCalendarDayDictionary aDayNumber aTimeInterval temp 

conflictAssociation I 
temp <- Interval new. 
aDay Number <- self promptForDate. 
aTimeInterval <- self promptForTimeSlot. 
aCalendarDayDictionary <- «Frames at: anObject asSymbol) 

at: #planningCalendar) 
at: aDayNumber. 

aCalendarDayDictionary keys 
detect: 

[:each I 
temp <- each. 
(each asSet :/< aTimelnterval asSet) isEmpty not] 

ifNone: 

on day' , 

[aCalendarDayDictionary at: aTimeInterval put: anActivity. 
"'Activty: ' , anActivity printString , ' added to planning calendar 

aDayNumber printString , ' timeS lot: ' , aTimelnterval printString]. 
"'Conflict -- the time interval' , temp printString , ' on day: ' , 

aDayNumber printString , 
'is already used for--> ' , (aCalendarDayDictionary at: temp)! 

getPlanningCalendarFor: anObject 
"(Frames at: anObject asSymbol) 

at: #planningCalendar! 

getPlanningCalendarFor: anObject on: aDayNumber 
I tempI 
temp <- Dictionary new. 
"temp sortAnlntervalKeyedDict: «(Frames at: anObject asSymbol) 

at: #planningCalendar) 
at: aDayNumber)! 

getPlanningCalendarPor: anObject on: aDayNumber at: aTimeSlot 
Ixl 
x <- «(Frames at: anObject asSymbol) 

at: #planningCalendar) 
at: aDayNumber) 
at: aTimeSlot. 

x isNil 
iITrue: [self halt] 
itFalse: [SystemCall bell]! 
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identifyIcon: anIconName 
iconList asSet do: [:each I each = anIconName 

itTrue: ["(Frames at: each} 
at: #iconType] 

ifFalse: ["self halt]]! 
promptForDate 

I dayAnswerl 
FillInTheBlank 

request: 'What is day number?' 
displayAt: 300@ 300 
centered: true 
action: [:dayAnswer I dayNumber <- dayAnswer] 
initialAnswer: ". 

"dayNumber asNumber! 

promptForTimeSlot 
I beginTimeAnswer endTimeAnswer I 
FillInTheBlank 

request: 'Start time for activity?' 
displayAt: 300@300 
centered: true 
action: [:beginTimeAnswer I beginTime <- beginTimeAnswer] 
initialAnswer: ". 

FillInTheBlank 
request: 'End time for activity?' 
displayAt: 300@300 
centered: true 
action: [:endTimeAnswer I endTime <- endTimeAnswer] 
initialAnswer: ". 

timeS lot <- Interval from: (beginTime asNumber) to: (endTime 
asNumber). 

"timeS lot! 

removeACalendarEntryFor: aPerson 
I aCalendarDayDictionary aDayNumber aTimeInterval temp 

cunflictAssociation I 
aDay Number <- self promptForDate. 
aTimeInterval <- self promptForTimeSlot. 
aCalendarDayDictionary <- «Frames at: aPerson as Symbol) 

at: #planningCalendar) 
at: aDayNumber. 

aCalendarDayDictionary removeAssociation: (aCalendarDayDictionary 
associationAt: 
aTimeInterval if Absent: ["'Non-existent entry']) 

if Absent: ["'Non-existent entry']! ! 
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!Scheduler methodsFor: 'kb interaction'! 
getlLocationFroniKJB 

I meetingLocation altemateLocation outStream I 
outStream <- WriteStream on: (String new: 20). 
locationList <- OrderedCollection new. 
kb outputStream: outStream. 
meetingi.ocation <- kb findOut: #MeetingLocation in: meetingEntity. 
alternateLocation <., kb 

alternativesFor: #MeetingLocation 
in: meetingEntity name asSymbol 
in: locationList 

Transcript cr;show: meetingLocation value printString. 
Transcript cr; show: alternateLocation printString. 
outStream contents printString asDisplayText displayAt: 20 @ 550. 
(locationList includes: 'bpa') 

iffrue: [Icons someInstance insertBpa]. 
PopUpMenu on: locationList. 
"locationList! ! 

!Scheduler methodsFor: 'scheduling'! 

beginScheduling 
self getLocationFroniKJB. 
Transcript cr; show: (Persons somelnstance addACalendarEntryFor: 

#jay activity: 'this is a test')! 

location 
"self! 

person Check 
I count I 
personList isEmpty not 

iffrue: 
[count <- O. 
personList size 

timesRepeat: 
[count <- count + 1. 
«kb entityTypes at: #Person) 

createInstanceUnder: meetingEntity) 
setParamsFromDict: (Dictionary 

createSubsetDictionaryU singTemplate: 
Persons somelnstance kb2Tempiate 

atGlobal: Frames 
withKey: (personList at: count) 

asSymbol)]]! 
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probeSchedules 
I aPlcon I 
iconList do: [:each I anIcon <- (selfidentifyIcon: each) 

processCheck 
I count I 

case: 
(,person' -> [self getPersonSchedule]), 
('process' -> [self getProcessSchedule]), 
('thing' -> [self getThingSchedule])]! 

processList isEmpty not 
iITrue: 

[count <- o. 
processList size 

timesRepeat: 
[count <- count + 1. 
«kb entityTypes at: #Persons) 

createInstanceUnder: meetingEntity) 
setParamsFromDict: (Dictionary 

createSubsetDictionaryU singTemplate: 
Processes somelnstance kbTemplate 

asSymbol)]] 
itFalse: 

atGlobal: Frames 
withKey: (processList at: count) 

[«kb entityTypes at: #ProcessIcons) 
createInstanceU nder: meetingEntity) 
setParamsFromDict: (Dictionary 

createSu bsetDictionary U singTempla te: 
Processes somelnstance kbTemplate 

atGlobal: Frames 
withKey: #nilProcess )]! 
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setParameters 
"personList <- personInstance personList. 
thingList <- thingInstance thingList. 
processList <- processInstance processList." 

I count iconsDictionary personEntity I 
Transcript cr; show: 'running scheduler' printString. 
meetingEntity <- (kb entityTypes at: #MeetingSchedule) createInstance. 
personEntity <- (kb entityTypes at: #Person) 

createInstanceForInjectionUnder: meetingEntity. 
self personCheck. 
self beginScheduling! ! 

!Scheduler methodsFor: 'initialize'! 

initialize 
kb <- KnowledgeBases baseNamed: 'Schedulerl'. 
kb initEntities. 
kb initEntityTypes. 
personList <- Persons someInstance personList. 
processList <- Processes somelnstance processList. 
thingList <- Things somelnstance thingList. 
iconList <- Office View somelnstance selectedIconList. 
self setParameters! ! 
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Appendix B - Entity Structures and Rule Sets Used in GDI 

Icon Configuration Knowledge Base 

Interface3. a HUMBLE knowledge base 
as of 6 April 1989 12:09:26 am 

Entity Types 

Personlcons 
typeAbove: U serInteraction 
createPrompt: Are there any person icons to consider? 
addPrompt: Are there any other person icons to consider? 
assumePrompt: I am creating an person icon 
defaultName: person icon 
parameters: #(personName personLocationjobType personlconType) 
mainParameters: #(personName personLocation) 

UserInteraction 
typeAbove: nil 
createPrompt: Are there any user interaction,> to consider? 
addPrompt: Are there any other user interactions to consider? 
assumePrompt: I am creating a user interaction 
defaultNarne: user interaction 
parameters: #(userGoai numberOficons numberOfPersonIcons 
numberOffhingIcons numberOtProcessIcons scheduleIconPresen t 
buildinglconPresent sendMailIconPresent mailOrSchedulePersonOK 
getDataIconPresent scheduleIsNil ) 
mainParameters: #(userGoal) 

ThingIcons 
typeAbove: UserInteraction 
createPrompt: Are there any thing icons to consider? 
addPrompt: Are there any other thing icons to consider? 
assumePrompt: I am creating a thing icons 
defaultNarne: thing icons 
parameters: #(thingNarne thingType thingIconType) 
mainParameters: #(thingType ) 
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Processlcons 
typeAbove: UserInteraction 
createPrompt: Are there any process icons to consider? 
addPrompt: Are there any other process icons to consider? 
assumePrompt: I am creating a process icon> 
defaultName: process icon 
parameters: #(processName processIconType processType iconType) 
mainParameters: #0 
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Parameter Definitions 

buildingIconPresent 
describes: U serInteraction 
type:YN 
prompt: Is there a building icon present? 
promptFJag: nil 
explanation: "Not yet explained" 
remark: "" 
deducingRules: #(buildingIconRule ) 
changeBlock: 
Associated Rules: 
rules which infer buildingIconPresent -
buildingIconRule 
rules which test buildingIconPresent -
scheduieRule2 

getDataIconPresent 
describes: U serlnteraction 
type: YN 
prompt: Is there a Get Data icon present? 
promptFlag: nil 
explanation: "Not yet explained" 
remark: ,It, 
deducingRules: #(getDataIconRule ) 
changeBlock: 
Associated Rules: 
rules which infer getDataIconPresent -
getDatalconRule 
rules which test getDataIconPresent -
getDataRulel 
getDataRule2 
getDataRule3 
getDataRule4 
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iconType 
describes: ProcessIcons 
type: String 
prompt: What is the value of parameter for & ? 
promptFlag: nil 
explanation: "Not yet explained" 
remark: 
deducingRules: #0 
changeBlock: [:parameter I] 
Associated Rules: 
rules which infer iconType - None! 
rules which test iconType - None! 

jobType 
describes: Personlcons 
type: String 
prompt: What is the value of parameter for & ? 
promptFlag: nil 
explanation: "Not yet explained" 
remark: 
deducingRules: #0 
changeBlock: [:parameter I] 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer jobType - None! 
rules which testjobType - None! 

mailOrSchedulePersonOK 
describes: U serInteraction 
type: YN 
prompt: Are there at least 2 persons present? 
promptFlag: nil 
explanation: "Check to see if there are enough person icons to have a meeting" 
remark: "" 
deducingRules: #(schedulePersonRulel mailOrSchedulePersonOKRule ) 
changeBlock: 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer mailOrSchedulePersonOK -
mailOrSchedulePersonOKRule 
schedulePersonRule 1 
rules which test mailOrSchedulePersonOK - None! 
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numberOfIcons 
describes: U serInteraction 
type: Number 
prompt: What is the number of icons? 
promptFlag: askFirst 
explanation: "The number of icons in the selection window" 
remark: 
deducingRules: #0 
changeBlock: 
Associated Rules: 
rules which infer numberOficons - None! 
rules which test numberOficons - None! 

numberOtPersonlcons 
describes: UserInteraction 
type: Number 
prompt: What is the number of person icons? 
promptFlag: askFirst 
explanation: "The number of person icons" 
remark: 
deducingRules: #0 
changeBlock: 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer numberOtPersonIcons - None! 
rules which test numberOtPersonIcons -
getDataRulel 
getDataRule2 
getDataRule3 
getDataRule4 
mailOrSchedulePersonOKRule 
schedulePersonRulel 
scheduleRulel 
scheduieRule2 
scheduieRule3 
scheduieRule4 
sendMailRulel 
sendMailRule2 
sendMailRule3 
sendMailRule4 
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numberOtProcesslcons 
describes: U serInteraction 
type: Number 
prompt: What is the number of process icons? 
promptFlag: askFirst 
explanation: "The number of process icons" 
remark: 
deducingRules: #0 
changeBlock: 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer numberOtProcesslcons - None! 
rules which test numberOtProcessIcons -
getOataRuIe2 
getOataRule3 
getOataRule4 
scheduleRule4 
sendMaiIRule4 

numberOIThingIcons 
describes: U serInteraction 
type: Number 
prompt: What is the number of thing icons? 
promptFlag: askFirst 
explanation: "The number of thing icons" 
remark: 
deducingRules: #0 
changeBlock: 
Associated Rules: 
rules which infer numberOIThinglcons - None! 
rules which test numberOIThinglcons -
getOataRule3 
scheduleRuIe 1 
scheduleRule4 
sendMailRulel 
sendMai1Rule2 
sendMaiIRule3 
sendMai1Rule4 
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personlconType 
describes: Personlcons 
type: String 
prompt: What is the value of parameter for & ? 
promptFlag: nil 
explanation: "Not yet explained" 
remark: "" 
deducingRules: #0 
changeBlock: 
Associated Rules: 
rules which infer personIconType - None! 
rules which test personIconType - None! 

personLocation 
describes: Personlcons 
type: #('bpa' 'harvill' ) 
prompt: \\-nat is the person location? 
promptFJag: nil 
explanation: "The location of the person" 
remark: "" 
deducingRuIes: #0 
changeBlock: 
Associated Rules: 
rules which infer personLocation - None! 
rules which test personLocation - None! 

personName 
describes: Personlcons 
type: #('jay' 'ken' 'nil' ) 
prompt: What is the person name? 
promptFJag: nil 
explanation: "The name of the person" 
remark: "" 
deducingRules: #() 
changeBlock: 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer personName - None! 
rules which test person Name - None! 
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processIconType 
describes: ProcessIcons 
type: String 
prompt: What is the value of parameter for & ? 
promptFlag: nil 
explanation: "Not yet explained" 
remark: 
deducingRules: #0 
changeBlock: [:parameter I] 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer processIconType - Nonel 
rules which test processIconType - Nonel 

processNarne 
describes: Processlcons 
type: #('Schedule a Meeting' 'Send Mail' 'Get Data' 'nil' ) 
prompt: What is the value of parameter for & ? 
promptFlag: askLast 
explanation: "The name of the process" 
remark: "" 
deducingRules: #0 
changeBlock: 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer processName - Nonel 
rules which test processN arne -
getDataIconRule 
scheduleIconRule 
scheduleIsNilRule 1 
scheduleIsNilRule2 
sendMailIconRule 

processType 
describes: ProcessIcons 
type: String 
prompt: What is the value of parameter for & ? 
promptFlag: nil 
explanation: "Not yet explained" 
remark: 
deducingRules: #0 
changeBlock: [:parameter I] 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer processType - Nonel 
rules which test processType - Nonel 
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schedulelconPresent 
describes: U serInteraction 
type: YN 
prompt: Is the Schedule a Meeting icon present? 
promptFlag: nil 
explanation: "Test for presence of schedule a meeting icon" 
remark: "" 
deducingRules: #(scheduleIconRule ) 
changeBlock: 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer scheduleIconPresent -
scheduleIconRule 
rules which test scheduleIconPresent -
scheduleRule 1 
scheduieRule3 

scheduleIsNil 
describes: U serInteraction 
type: YN 
prompt: What is the value of parameter for & ? 
promptFlag: nil 
explanation: "Not yet explained" 
remark: 1111 

deducingRules: #(scheduleIsNilRule2 scheduleIsNilRulel ) 
changeBlock: 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer scheduleIsNil -
scheduleIsNilRule 1 
scheduieIsNilRule2 
rules which test scheduleIsNil -
scheduieRule2 

sendMailIconPresent 
describes: U serInteraction 
type: YN 
prompt: What is the value of parameter for & ? 
promptFlag: nil 
explanation: "Not yet explained" 
remark: 
deducingRules: #(sendMailIconRule ) 
changeBlock: [:parameter I] 
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Associated Rules: rules which infer sendMaillconPresent -
sendMailIconRule 
rules which test sendMaillconPresent -
sendMailRulel 
sendMailRule2 
sendMailRule3 

thinglconType 
describes: Thinglcons 
type: #('building' 'vehicle' 'nil' ) 
prompt: What is the type of the thing icon? 
promptFlag: askLast 
explanation: "Not yet explained" 
remark: "" 
deducingRules: #0 
changeBIock: 
Associated Rules: 
rules which infer thinglconType - None! 
rules which test thinglconType -
buildingIconRule 

thingName 
describes: Thinglcons 
type: #('bpa' 'harvill' 'nil' ) 
prompt: What is the thing name? 
promptFlag: askLast 
explanation: "The name of the thing" 
remark: '"' 
deducingRules: #0 
changeBlock: 
Associated Rules: 
rules which infer thingName - None! 
rules which test thingName - None! 

thingType 
describes: ThingIcons 
type: #('building' 'vehicle' 'nil' ) 
prompt: What is the thing type ? 
promptFlag: nil 
explanation: "The type of a thing" 
remark: "" 
deducing~ules: #0 
changeBlock: 
Associated Rules: 
rules which infer thingType - None! 
rules which test thingType - None! 
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userGoal 
describes: U serInteraction 
type: #(,Schedule a Meeting' 'Send Mail' 'Get Data' 'Too Ambiguous' ) 
prompt: What is the user goal ? 
promptFlag: nil 
explanation: "The goal of the user" 
remark: "" 
deducingRules: #(scheduleRule4 scheduleRule3 getDataRule2 getDataRule4 
getDataRule3 getDataRulel sendMailRule2 sendMailRule3 sendMailRulel 
scheduieRule2 scheduleRulel sendMailRule4 metaRule ) 
changeBlock: 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer userGoal -
getDataRulel 
getDataRule2 
getDataRule3 
getDataRule4 
metaRule 
scheduleRule 1 
scheduieRule2 
scheduieRule3 
scheduleRule4 
sendMailRulel 
sendMailRule2 
sendMailRule3 
sendMailRule4 
rules which test userGoal -
metaRule 
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Rules 

buildinglconRule 
"if: (anyOf: Thinglcons 
have: [thinglconType = 'building' ]) 
then: 
[buildinglconPresent is: true 
] 

else: 
[buildinglconPresent is: false]" 

buildinglconRule 
" if: (any Of: Thinglcons 
have: [thinglconType = 'building']) 
then: 
[buildinglconPresent is: true 
] 

else: 
[ buildinglconPresent is: false] 

" 

if: (anyOf: Thinglcons 
have: [thinglconType = 'building' ]) 
then: 
[buildinglconPresent is: true 
] 

else: 
[ buildingIconPresent is: false] 

"Executes in the context of User Interaction entities" 
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getDataIconRule 
"if: (anyOf: Processlcons 
have: [process Name = 'getData']) 
then: 
[getDataIconPresent is: true] 

else: 
[getDataIconPresent is: false]." 

getDataIconRule 
"if: (anyOf: Processlcons 
have: [processName = 'getData']) 
then: 
[getDataIconPresent is: true] 

else: 
[getDataIconPresent is: false]. 

" 

if: (anyOf: ProcessIcons 
have: [processName = 'getData']) 
then: 
[getDataIconPresent is: true] 

else: 
[getDataIconPresent is: false]. 

''Executes in the context ofUserInteraction entities" 

getDataRulel 
"if: (numberOfPersonlcons = 0 & (getDataIconPresent » 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Get Data' withCertainty: 0.75 
]." 
getDataRulel 
" if: (numberOfPersonIcons = 0 & (getDataIconPresent )) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Get Data' withCertainty: 0.75 
]. " 

if: (numberOfPersonIcons = 1 & (getDataIconPresent » 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Get Data' withCertainty: 0.75 
]. 
"Executes in the context ofUserInteraction entities" 
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getDataRule2 
"if: (numberOfPersonIcons >= 1 & (getDatalconPresent )) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Get Data' withCertainty: 0.70 
l." 
getDataRule2 
" if: (numberOfPersonIcons >= 1 & (getDatalconPresent )) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Get Data' withCertainty: 0.70 
l. " 

if: (numberOfPersonIcons >= 1 & (getDatalconPresent) & 
(numberOfProcessIcons >= 1)) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Get Data' withCertainty: 0.70 
l. 
"Executes in the context of UserInteraction entities" 

getDataRule3 
"if: (numberOfPersonIcons >= 1 & (getDatalconPresent )) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Get Data' withCertainty: 0.80 
l." 
getDataRule3 
"if: (numberOfPersonIcons >= 1 & (getDatalconPresent )) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Get Data' withCertainty: 0.80 
l. " 

if: (numberOfPersonIcons >= 1 & (getDatalconPresent) & 
(numberOfProcesslcons = 1) 

& (numberOIThinglcons = 0)) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Get Data' withCertainty: 0.80 
l. 
"Executes in the context of User Interaction entities" 
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getDataRule4 
"if: (numberOfPersonIcons >= 1 & (getDatalconPresent )) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Get Data' with Certainty: 0.85 
]." 
getDataRule4 
" if: (numberOfPersonIcons >= 1 & (getDatalconPresent )) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Get Data' withCertainty: 0.85 
]. " 

if: (numberOfPersonIcons >= 1 & (getDatalconPresent) & 
(numberOfProcessIcons >= 1)) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Get Data' withCertainty: 0.65 
]. 
"Executes in the context of User Interaction entities" 

mailOrSchedulePersonOKRule 
"if: (numberOfPersonIcons > 1 ) 
then: 
[mailOrSchedulePersonOK is: true 
] 

else: 
[mailOrSchedulePersonOK is: false]." 

mailOrSchedulePersonOKRule 

" if: (numberOfPersonIcons > 1 ) 
then: 
[mailOrSchedulePersonOK is: true 
] 

else: 
[mailOrSchedulePersonOK is: false]. " 

if: (numberOfPersonIcons > 1 ) 
then: 
[mailOrSchedulePersonOK is: true 
] 

else: 
[mailOrSchedulePersonOK is: false]. 

"Executes in the context of User Interaction entities" 
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metaRule 
"if: (userGoal isNotKnown) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Too Ambiguous' 
]." 
metaRule 
" if: (userGoal isNotKnown) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Too Ambiguous' 
]. " 

if: (userGoal isNotKnown) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Too Ambiguous' 
]. 
"Executes in the context of UserInteraction entities" 

scheduleIconRule 
"if: (anyOf: Processlcons 
have: [processName = 'Schedule a Meeting']) 
then: 
[schedulelconPresent is: true] 

else: 
[schedulelconPresent is: false]." 

schedulelconRule 
" if: (anyOf: ProcessIcons 
have: [processName = 'Schedule a Meeting']) 
then: 
[scheduleIconPresent is: true] 

else: 
[scheduleIconPresent is: false]. 

" 

if: (anyOf: Processlcons 
have: [processName = 'Schedule a Meeting']) 
then: 
[scheduleIconPresent is: true] 

else: 
[schedulelconPresent is: false]. 

"Executes in the context of User Interaction entities" 
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scheduleIsNilRule 1 
"fAny: ProcessIcons 
has: [processName ='nil' ] 
then: 
[scheduleIsNil is: true 
]." 
scheduleIsNilRule 1 
" fAny: ProcessIcons 
has: [processName ='nil' ] 
then: 
[scheduleIsNil is: true 
]. " 

if Any: ProcessIcons 
has: [processName = 'nil' ] 
then: 
[scheduleIsNil is: true 
]. 
"Executes in the context of Userinteraction entities" 

scheduieIsNilRule2 
"ifNoneOf: ProcessIcons 
have: [processName = 'nil' ] 
then: 
[scheduleIsNil is: false 
]." 
scheduieIsNilRule2 
"ifNoneOf: ProcessIcons 
have: [processName = 'nil'] 
then: 
[scheduleIsNil is: false 
]. " 
ifNoneOf: Processlcons 
have: [processName = 'nil' ] 
then: 
[scheduleIsNil is: false 
]. 
"Executes in the context of User Interaction entities" 
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schedulePersonRule 1 
"if: (numberOtPersonIcons > 1 ) 
then: 
[schedulePersonOK is: true 
] 

else: 
[schedulePersonOK is: false]." 

schedulePersonRule 1 
" if: (numberOtPersonIcons > 1 ) 
then: 
[schedulePersonOK is: true 
] 

else: 
[schedulePersonOK is: false]. " 

if: (numberOtPersonIcons > 1 ) 
then: 
[mailOrSchedulePersonOK is: true 
] 

else: 
[mailOrSchedulePersonOK is: false]. 

"Executes in the context of User Interaction entities" 

scheduleRule 1 
"if: (numberOtPersonlcons >= 2 & (schedulelconPresent) & 
(numberOIThingIcons = 0) ) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Schedule a Meeting' withCertainty: 0.85 
]." 
scheduleRule 1 
" if: (numberOtPersonIcons >= 2 & (scheduleIconPresent) & 
(numberOIThingIcons = 0) ) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Schedule a Meeting' withCertainty: 0.85 
]. " 

if: (numberOtPersonlcons >= 2 & (scheduleIconPresent) & 
(numberOIThingIcons = 0) ) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Schedule a Meeting' withCertainty: 0.85 
]. 
"Executes in the context of User Interaction entities" 
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scheduleRule2 
"if: ( sehedulelconPresent = false & (buildinglconPresent) & 
(numberOfPersonlcons >= 2» 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Schedule a Meeting' withCertainty: 0.75 
]" 
scheduleRule2 
" if: ( schedulelconPresent = false & (buildinglconPresent) & 
(numberOfPersonlcons >= 2» 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Schedule a Meeting' withCertainty: 0.75 
] " 

if: (scheduleIsNil & (buildingIconPresent) & (numberOfPersonIcons >= 2») 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Schedule a Meeting' withCertainty: 0.75 
] . 
"Executes in the context of User Interaction entities" 

scheduleRule3 
"if: ( scheduleIconPresent not & (buildingIconPresent) & 
(numberOfPersonIcons >= 2» 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Schedule a Meeting' withCertainty: 0.75 
]" 
scheduleRule3 
" if: ( schedulelconPresent not & (buildingIconPre.sent) & 
(numberOfPersonIcons >= 2» 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Schedule a Meeting' withCertainty: 0.75 
] " 

if: (schedulelconPresent & (numberOfPcrsonIcons >= 2» 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Schedule a Meeting' withCertainty: 0.65 
]. 
"Executes in the context of UserInteraction entities" 
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scheduleRule4 
"if: ( (numberOtProcesslcons = 0) & (numberOfThinglcons = 0) & 
(numberOfPersonicons >= 2)) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Schedule a Meeting' withCertainty: 0.60 
]. It 

scheduleRule4 
11 if: ( (numberOfProcessicons = 0) & (numberOIThinglcons = 0) & 
(numberOfPersonlcons >= 2)) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Schedule a Meeting' withCertainty: 0.60 
] . 

II 

if: ( (numberOfProcessicons = 0) & (numberOIThinglcons = 0) & 
(numberOfPersonlcons >= 2)) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Schedule a Meeting' withCertainty: 0.60 
] . 

"Executes in the context of Userlnteraction entities" 

sendMaillconRule 
"if: (anyOf: Processlcons 
have: [processN ame = 'Send Mail' ]) 
then: 
[sendMaillconPresent is: true] 

else: 
[sendMaillconPresent is: false]." 

sendMaillconRule 
"if: (anyOf: Processlcons 
have: [processN ame = 'Send Mail' ]) 
then: 
[ sendMaillconPresent is: true] 

else: 
[sendMaillconPresent is: false]. " 

if: (anyOf: Processlcons 
have: [processN ame = 'Send Mail' ]) 
then: 
[ sendMaillconPresent is: true] 

else: 
[sendMaillconPresent is: false]. 

"Executes in the context of Userlnteraction entities" 
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senr1MailRulel 
"if: (sendMailIconPresent & ( numberOIThingIcons = 0) & 
(numberOfPersonIcons >= 2) ) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Send Mail' withCertainty: 0.95 
l." 
sendMailRulel 
"if: (sendMailIconPresent & ( numberOIThingIcons = 0) & 
(numberOfPersonIcons >= 2) ) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Send Mail' withCertainty: 0.95 
l. " 

if: (sendMailIconPresent & ( numberOIThingIcons = 0) & 
(numberOfPersonIcons >= 2) ) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Send Mail' withCertainty: 0.95 
l. 
"Executes in the context of UserInteraction entities" 

sendMailRule2 
"if: (sendMailIconPresent & ( numberOIThingIcons > 0) & 
(numberOfPersonIcons >= 2) ) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Send Mail' withCertainty: 0.95 
l." 
sendMailRule2 
"if: (sendMailIconPresent & ( numberOIThinglcons > 0) & 
(numberOfPersonIcons >= 2) ) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Send Mail' withCertainty: 0.95 
l. " 

if: (sendMailIconPresent & ( numberOIThingIcons > 0) & 
(numberOfPersonIcons >= 2) ) 
then: 
[userGoal is: 'Send Mail' withCertainty: 0.75 
l. 
''Executes in the context ofUserInteraction entities" 
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sendMailRule3 
"if: (numberOtProcesslcons = 0 & ( numberOfThinglcons = 0) & 
(numberOtPersonlcons >= 2) ) 
then: 
[usetGoal is: 'Send Mail' withCertainty: 0.75 
]." 
sendMailRule3 
" if: (numberOtProcesslcons = 0 & ( numberOfThinglcons = 0) & 
(numberOtPersonIcons >= 2) ) 
then: 
[usetGoal is: 'Send Mail' withCertainty: 0.75 
]. " 

if: (sendMailIconPresent not & ( numberOIThingIcons = 0) & 
(numberOtPersonlcons >= 2) ) 
then: 
[usetGoal is: 'Send Mail' withCertainty: 0.75 
]. 
"Executes in the context of UserInteraction entities" 

sendMailRule4 
"if: (numberOtProcessIcons = 0 & ( numberOIThingIcons = 0) & 
(numberOtPersonIcons >= 2) ) 
then: 
[usetGoal is: 'Send Mail' withCertainty: 0.75 
l." 
sendMailRule4 
" if: (numberOtProcesslcons = 0 & ( numberOIThinglcons = 0) & 
(numberOtPersonlcons >= 2) ) 
then: 
[usetGoal is: 'Send Mail' withCertainty: 0.75 
]. " 

if: (numberOtProcessIcons = 0 & ( numberOIThingIcons = 0) & 
(numberOtPersonIcons >= 2) ) 
then: 
[usetGoal is: 'Send Mail' withCertainty: 0.75 
]. 
"Executes in the context of User Interaction entities" 
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Rule Metrics 

Total Number of Entity Types: 4 
Total Number of Rules: 21 
An Average Rule Tests 2.09524 Parameters 
An Average Rules Makes Conclusions About 1.0 Parameters 
Total Number of Parameter Definitions: 22 
10 parameters with 0 associated rules, 45% 
1 parameters with 1 associated rules, 5% 
2 parameters with 2 associated rules, 9% 
2 parameters with 3 associated rules, 9% 
1 parameters with 4 associated rules, 5% 
3 parameters with 5 associated rules, 14% 
1 parameters with 7 associated rules, 5% 
2 parameters with 14 associated rules, 9% 
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The Scheduling Knowledge Base 

Schedulerl, a HUMBLE knowledge base 
as of 6 April 1989 12:09:35 am 

Entity Types 

MeetingSchedule 
typeAbove: nil 
createPrompt: Are there any meetings to consider? 
addPrompt: Are there any other meetings to consider? 
assumePrompt: I am creating an meeting schedule 
defaultName: Meeting Schedule 
parameters: #(MeetingLocation noProfessorsExist noChairmenExist ) 
mainParameters: #0 

Person 
typeAbovc: MeetingSchedule 
createPrompt: Are there any persons to consider? 
addPrompt: Are there any other persons to consider? 
assumePrompt: I am creating a person 
defaultName: person 
parameters: #(personLocation personPosition ) 
mainParameters: #0 
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Parameter Definitions 

MeetingLocation 
describes: MeetingSchedule 
type: #('bpa' 'harvill' 'administration' ) 
prompt: What is the meeting location? 
promptFJag: nil 
explanation: "The location of the meeting" 
remark: '"' 
deducingRules: #(positionRule3 positionRule2 positionRule 1 
meetingLocationRule5 meetingLocationRule4 meetingLocationRule3 
meetingLocationRule2 meetingLocationRule 1 ) 
changeBlock: 
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Associated Rules: 
rules which infer MeetingLocation -
meetingLocationRulel 
meetingLocationRule2 
meetingLocationRule3 
meetingLocationRule4 
meetingLocationRule5 
positionRulel 
positionRule2 
positionRule3 
rules which test MeetingLocation - None! 

noChairrnenExist 
descdbes: MeetingSchedule 
type: YN 
prompt: Do any chairmen exist in this selection set? 
promptFlag: nil . . 
explanation: "YIN parameter set according to whether any chairman are in the 
selection set" 
remark: 
deducingRules: #(noChairrnanRule ) 
changeBlock: [:pararneter I] 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer noChairrnenExist -
noChairrnanRule 
rules which test r.oChairrnenExist - None! 

noProfessorsExist 
describes: MeetingSchedule 
type: YN 
prompt: Do any professors exist in this selection set? 
promptFlag: nil ' 
explanation: "YIN parameter set according to whether professors are in the 
selection set" 
remark: 
deducingRules: #(noProfessorsRule ) 
changeBlock: [:pararneter I] 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer noProfessorsExist -
noProfessorsRule 
rules which test noProfessorsExist - None! 
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personLocation 
describes: Person 
type: #('bpa' 'harvill' ) 
prompt: What is the person location ? 
promptFlag: nil 
explanation: "The location of the person" 
remark: "" 
deducingRules: #0 
changeBlock: 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer personLocation - None! 
rules which test personLocation -
meetingLocationRulel 
meetingLocationRule2 
meetingLocationRule3 
meetingLocationRule4 
meetingLocationRule5 
position Rule 1 
positionRule2 

personPosition 
describes: Person 
type: #('chairman' 'professor' 'grad student' ) 
prompt: What is the position of the person ? 
promptFlag: nil 
explanation: "The position of the person" 
remark: "" 
deducingRules: #0 
changeBlock: 

Associated Rules: 
rules which infer personPosition - None! 
rules which test personPosition -
noChairmanRule 
noProfessorsRule 
positionRule 1 
positionRule2 
positionRule3 
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Rules 

meetingLocationRulel 
"ifAlIOf: Person 
have: [personLocation = 'bpa' ] 
then: 
[meetingLocation is: 'bpa' 
]." 
meetingLocationRulel 
" ifAlIOf: Person 
have: [personLocation :::: 'bpa' ] 
then: 
[meetingLocation is: 'bpa' 
]. 
" 

ifAllOf: Person 
have: [personLocation = 'bpa' ] 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'bpa' withCertainty: 0.75 
]. 
"Executes in the context of MeetingSchedule entities" 

meetingLocationRule2 
"ifNoneOf: Person 
have: [personLocation = 'bpa' ] 
then: 
[meetingLocation is: 'bpa' withCertainty: 0.2 
]." 
meetingLocationRule2 
" itNoneOf: Person 
have: [personLocation = 'bpa' ] 
then: 
[meetingLocation is: 'bpa' withCertainty: 0.2 
]. " 

ifNoneOf: Person 
have: [personLocation = 'bpa' ] 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is; 'bpa' with Certainty: 0.2 
]. 
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''Executes in the context of MeetingSchedule entities" 

meetingLocationRule3 
"if Any: Person 
has: [personLocation = 'bpa' 1 
then: 
[meetingLocation is: 'bpa' withCertainty: 0.50 
1.t1 
meetingLocationRule3 
" if Any: Person 
has: [personLocation = 'bpa' 1 
then: 
[meetingLocation is: 'bpa' withCertainty: 0.50 
1. " 

if Any: P~rson 
has: [personLocation = 'bpa' 1 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'bpa' with Certainty: 0.50 
1. 
"Executes in the context of MeetingSchedule entities" 

meetingLocationRule4 
"ifAllOf: Person 
have: [personLocation = 'harvill' 1 
then: 
[meetingLocation is: 'harvill' 
1." 
meetingLocationRule4 
"ifAllOf: Person 
have: [personLocation = 'harvill' 1 
then: 
[meetingLocation is: 'harvill' 
1. " 

ifAilOf: Person 
have: [personLocation = 'harvill' 1 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'harvill' withCertainty: 0.75 
1. 
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"Executes in the context of MeetingSchedule entities" 

meetingLocationRule5 
"if Any: Person 
has: [personLocation = 'harvill'] 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'harvill' withCertainty: 0.50 
]." 
meetingLocationRule5 
" if Any: Person 
has: [personLocation = 'harvill' ] 

. then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'harvill' with Certainty: 0.50 
]. " 

if Any: Person 
has: [personLocation = 'harvill' ] 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'harvill' withCertainty: 0.50 
]. 
"Executes in the context of MeetingSchedule entities" 

noChairmanRule 
"ifNoneOf: Person 
have: [personPosition = 'chairman'] 
then: 
[noChairmenExist is: true 
]. " 
noChairmanRule 
"ifNoneOf: Person 
have: [personPosition = 'chairman' ] 
then: 
[noChairmenExist is: true 
]. " 

ifNoneOf: Person 
have: [personPosition = 'chairman'] 
then: 
[noChairmenExist is: true 
]. 
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"Executes in the context of MeetingSchedule entities" 

noProfessorsRule 
"ifNoneOf: Person 
have: [personPosition = 'professor' J 
then: 
[noProfessorsExist is: true 
J." 
noProfessorsRule 
"itNoneOf: Person 
have: [personPosition = 'professor' J 
then: 
[noProfessorsExist is: true 
J. " 

ifNoneOf: Person 
have: [person Position = 'professor' J 
then: 
[noProfessorsExist is: true 
J. 
"Executes in the context of MeetingSchedule entities" 

position Rule 1 
"if: (personPosition = 'chainnan' & (personLocation = 'bpa') ) 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'bpa' withCertainty: 0.90 
J." 
position Rule 1 
"if: (personPosition = 'chainnan' & (personLocation = 'bpa') ) 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'bpa' withCertainty: 0.90 
]. " 

if: (personPosition:-: 'chainnan' & (personLocation = 'bpa') ) 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'bpa' with Certainty: 0.90 
J. 
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Executes in the context of Person entities" 

positionRule2 
"if: (personPosition = 'chainnan' & (personLocation = 'harvill') ) 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'harvill' with Certainty: 0.90 
l." 
positionRule2 
"if: (personPosition = 'chainnan' & (personLocation = 'harvill') ) 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'harvill' withCertainty: 0.90 
l. " 

if: (personPosition = 'chainnan' & (personLocation = 'harvill') ) 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'harvill' withCertainty: 0.90 
J. 
"Executes in the context of Person entities" 

positionRule3 
"if All Of: Person 
have: [pcrsonPosition = 'chainnan' 1 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'administration' 
l." 
positionRule3 

"ifAllOf: Person 
have: [personPosition = 'chainnan' 1 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'administration' 
l. " 

ifAllOf: Person 
have: [personPosition = 'chainnan' 1 
then: 
[MeetingLocation is: 'administration' 
l. 
"Executes in the context of MeetingSchedule entities" 
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Rule Metrics 

Total Number of Entity Types: 2 
Total Number of Rules: 10 
An Average Rule Tests 1.2 Parameters 
An Average Rules Makes Conclusions About 1.0 Parameters 
Total Number of Parameter Definitions: 5 
2 parameters with 1 associated rules, 40% 
1 parameters with 5 associated rules, 20% 
1 parameters with 7 associated rules, 20% 
1 parameters with 8 associated rules, 20% 
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